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ABSTRACT

We describe calculations for the formation of icy planets and debris disks at 30Y150 AU around 1Y3 M! stars.
Debris disk formation coincides with the formation of planetary systems. As protoplanets grow, they stir leftover
planetesimals to large velocities. A cascade of collisions then grinds the leftovers to dust, forming an observable
debris disk. Stellar lifetimes and the collisional cascade limit the growth of protoplanets. The maximum radius of icy
planets, rmax " 1750 km, is remarkably independent of initial disk mass, stellar mass, and stellar age. These objects
containP3%Y4% of the initial mass in solid material. Collisional cascades produce debris disks with maximum lu-
minosity #2 ; 10$3 times the stellar luminosity. The peak 24 !m excess varies from #1% times the stellar photo-
spheric flux for 1M! stars to#50 times the stellar photospheric flux for 3M! stars. The peak 70Y850!mexcesses are
#30Y100 times the stellar photospheric flux. For all stars, the 24Y160 !m excesses rise at stellar ages of 5Y20 Myr,
peak at 10Y50 Myr, and then decline. The decline is roughly a power law, f / t$n with n " 0:6Y1:0. This predicted
evolution agrees with published observations of A-type and solar-type stars. The observed far-IR color evolution of
A-type stars also matches model predictions.

Subject headinggs: circumstellar matter — infrared: stars — planetary systems — solar system: formation —
stars: formation
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past 25 years, observations from the Infrared Astro-
nomical Satellite (IRAS ), Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), and
Spitzer Space Telescope have revealed substantial mid-infrared
(mid-IR) excesses associated with hundreds of normal main-
sequence stars (e.g., Backman & Paresce1993; Habing et al. 2001;
Zuckerman 2001; Rieke et al. 2005; Bryden et al. 2006;Moór et al.
2006; Rhee et al. 2007a). Current samples include stars with spec-
tral types AYM and ages #5 Myr to #10 Gyr (e.g., Chen et al.
2005; Kim et al. 2005; Rieke et al. 2005; Beichman et al. 2006;
Su et al. 2006; Hillenbrand et al. 2008). Although binary stars
and single stars in dense clusters and in the field are roughly equally
likely to have IR excesses (Stauffer et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006;
Bryden et al. 2006; Gorlova et al. 2006, 2007; Currie et al. 2007a;
Siegler et al. 2007; Trilling et al. 2007), the frequency of excess
emission declines from #30%Y40% for A-type stars (Su et al.
2006) to#10%Y20% for solar-type stars (Greaves&Wyatt 2003;
Trilling et al. 2008; Meyer et al. 2008). Thus, this phenomenon is
common among main-sequence stars and may depend on stellar
mass.

High-quality images demonstrate that dust orbiting the central
star produces the excesses (Smith & Terrile1984; Brandeker et al.
2004; Stapelfeldt et al. 2004; Kalas 2005; Meyer et al. 2007). In
" Pic and AU Mic, the dust is in a geometrically thin, edge-on
disk with an outer radius of a # 200Y1000 AU (Smith & Terrile
1984; Telesco et al.1988; Golimowski et al.1993; Kalas et al. 2004;
Liu 2004; Augereau & Beust 2006). In these disks, the small scale
height of the dust,H /a # 0:1, is consistent withmaterial in roughly
circular orbits (e.g., Backman&Paresce1993;Kalas et al. 2004 and
references therein). Although broad tori of dust are visible in many

other systems (e.g., Greaves et al. 1998; Augereau et al. 1999;
Holland et al. 2003; Kalas et al. 2006; Su et al. 2006; Fitzgerald
et al. 2007), narrow rings of dust produce the emission in # PsA
and HR 4796A (Jayawardhana et al.1998; Schneider et al.1999;
Greaves et al. 2000; Telesco et al. 2000; Kalas et al. 2005). For
systems with face-on rings and tori, the total emission constrains
the scale height, H /a # 0:1. Thus, the dust in these systems is as
highly flattened as the structures in " Pic and AU Mic.

Broadband spectral energy distributions constrain the lumi-
nosity, size, temperature, and total mass of the dust (Backman
& Paresce 1993; Lagrange et al. 2000; Dent et al. 2000; Wolf
& Hillenbrand 2003). Some stars have excesses from grains plau-
sibly associated with the terrestrial zone (e.g., Beichman et al.
2005; Absil et al. 2006; Currie et al. 2007b; Rhee et al. 2007b;
Meyer et al. 2008; Lisse et al. 2007c). Optically thin emission
from cooler material with temperature T # 20Y150 K is more
typical (e.g., Su et al. 2006; Trilling et al. 2008; Hillenbrand et al.
2008). For systems with submillimeter observations, the mea-
sured fluxes suggest grains with sizes #1 !mY1 cm and total
mass #0.01 M% (Wyatt et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2004a; Najita &
Williams 2005; Chen et al. 2006; Williams & Andrews 2006).
The grains have compositions similar to dust in the asteroid belt,
comets, or the trans-Neptunian region of the solar system (Grün
et al. 1995; Brownlee et al. 1997; Lisse et al. 2007a, 2007b). Be-
cause the dust mass in these systems lies between the initial mass
of solids in protostellar disks (#100Y1000M%; Natta et al. 2000;
Andrews & Williams 2005) and the dust mass in the solar sys-
tem (P10$4M%; Hahn et al. 2002; Landgraf et al. 2002; Nesvorný
et al. 2006), the dusty structures in these systems are often
called debris disks (Backman & Paresce1993; Lagrange et al.
2000).
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In addition to the dust properties, several other observations
suggest plausible links between debris disks and the formation
of planetary systems. Observations of A-type stars suggest a
‘‘rise and fall’’ of debris disk emission (Currie et al. 2008a), with
a clear increase in the typical 24 !m excess at 5Y10 Myr, a peak
at 10Y20 Myr, and a decline for tk20Y30 Myr. The rise in de-
bris disk emission roughly coincides with the disappearance of
optically thick emission from protostellar disks (e.g., Haisch
et al. 2001; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006; Hernández et al. 2006;
Currie et al. 2007a, 2007c). The broad plateau occurs at a time
when radiometric dating (Yin et al. 2002) and theory (Chambers
2001; Kenyon & Bromley 2006) suggest the Earth contained
#90% of its final mass. The decline of dusty debris around
A-type stars is at roughly the same time as a gradual decrease
in the cratering rate of objects in the solar system (Swindle1993;
Melosh et al. 1993; Wadhwa & Russell 2000; Koeberl 2003).
These results suggest that the evolution of dust in debris disks
parallels the evolution of larger solid objects in the solar system.

Simple physical arguments also link debris disks with the for-
mation of planetary systems. Because radiation removes 1Y100!m
grains on timescales shorter than the stellar age, some process
replenishes the dust. To maintain the observed dust masses for
long timescales, normal stars must have a large reservoir, #10Y
100 M%, of unseen objects that continuously collide at large ve-
locities and fragment into smaller objects. Remnant material from
planet formation satisfies both needs. The growth of 1000 km or
larger planets in a disk of small grains naturally leaves behind an
ensemble of ‘‘leftover’’ 1Y10 km ‘‘planetesimals’’ on eccentric
orbits (Kenyon & Bromley 2004a, 2004b). For a mass of #10Y
100 M% in leftovers, high-velocity collisions produce enough
dust for most debris disks (e.g., Backman& Paresce1993; Habing
et al. 2001; Kenyon & Bromley 2004b). If this interpretation is
correct, debris disks provide conclusive evidence for the forma-
tion of Pluto-mass or larger planets around many, if not most,
main-sequence stars.

In addition to these considerations, numerical calculations
suggest that an evolving swarm of 1Y10 km planetesimals ex-
plains several observed trends in the properties of debris disks.
Startingwith an ensemble of P 1 km sized planetesimals, Kenyon
& Bromley (2002b, 2004a, 2004b, 2005) show that collisions
and mergers form 500Y1000 km sized objects in 1Y50 Myr.
These protoplanets stir up leftover planetesimals along their
orbits. Destructive collisions among the leftovers then produce a
collisional cascade, where collisions gradually grind large ob-
jects into smaller ones, along with copious amounts of dust (see
alsoWilliams &Wetherill1994; Durda &Dermott1997; Quillen
et al. 2007). Dominik & Decin (2003), Wyatt et al. (2007a), and
Löhne et al. (2008) show that collisional evolution in a belt of
high-velocity planetesimals naturally produces a dust luminosity
that declines roughly inversely with time (see also Kenyon &
Bromley 2002a, 2004b, 2005), which explains the observed time
evolution Ld / t$n, where n " 0:5Y1, as suggested by recent
observations of A-type stars (e.g., Kalas 1998; Habing et al.
2001; Decin et al. 2003; Greaves & Wyatt 2003; Rieke et al.
2005; Rhee et al. 2007a). To account for the large observed range
of IR excesses among stars of similar ages, Wyatt et al. (2007a)
propose belts with a range of initial masses and semimajor axes,
as suggested from submillimeter observations of protostellar
disks (Andrews & Williams 2005, 2007b).

Here, we continue to explore the evolution of dusty debris
arising from planet formation in a disk of icy planetesimals. Our
suite of calculations for disks at 30Y150 AU around 1Y3 M!
stars yields robust predictions for themaximum sizes of icy plan-
ets as a function of semimajor axis and stellar age. Results for the

long-term evolution of IR excesses account for many funda-
mental aspects of the data. These calculations are the first to ex-
plain the ‘‘rise and fall of debris disks’’ around A-type stars (Currie
et al. 2008a) and the apparent peak in the 70Y160!mexcesses of
G-type stars with ages of #100 Myr (Hillenbrand et al. 2008).
Comparisons between our models and current observations sug-
gest that the minimum stable grain size and the slope of the IR
emissivity law are critical parameters.
The models suggest a set of further critical observations. Spa-

tially resolved images of debris disks around A-type and solar-
type stars can improve our understanding of the minimum stable
grain size. Larger samples of debris disks with high-quality sub-
millimeter data from the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter
Array (ALMA), the Herschel Space Observatory, and the Strato-
spheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) can place
better constraints on the slope of the emissivity law. Together,
these data can test our predictions for the time evolution of debris
disk emission around 1Y3 M! stars and provide input for more
complete calculations that include the formation and dynamical
evolution of giant planets.
We outline our model in x 2.We describe results for the forma-

tion of icy planets in x 3 and the evolution of debris disks in x 4.
After discussing several applications of our calculations in x 5,
we conclude with a brief summary in x 6.

2. THE MODEL

Kenyon&Bromley (2001, 2002a, 2004a, 2004c) and Bromley
& Kenyon (2006) describe our hybrid multiannulus numerical
model for planetesimal growth. Kenyon & Luu (1998, 1999),
Kenyon&Bromley (2001, 2002a), and Bromley&Kenyon (2006)
compare results with analytical and numerical calculations. We
adopt the Safronov (1969) statistical approach to calculate the col-
lisional evolution of an ensemble of planetesimals in orbit around
a star of mass M? (see also Spaute et al. 1991; Weidenschilling
et al.1997; Krivov et al. 2006; Thébault &Augereau 2007; Löhne
et al. 2008). The model grid contains N concentric annuli with
widths $ai centered at semimajor axes ai. Calculations begin with
a differential mass distribution n(mik ) of objects with horizontal
and vertical velocities hik(t) and vik(t) relative to a circular or-
bit. The horizontal velocity is related to the orbital eccentricity,
e2ik(t)& 1:6[hik (t)/VK;i]2, where VK;i is the circular orbital veloc-
ity in annulus i. The orbital inclination depends on the vertical
velocity, i2ik t' (& sin$1(2[vik(t)/VK;i]

2).
The mass and velocity distributions evolve in time due to in-

elastic collisions, drag forces, and gravitational forces. For in-
elastic collisions, we solve the coagulation equations for a particle
inmass batch k of annulus i collidingwith another particle inmass
batch l of annulus j,

$ni 0k 0 & $t %i jklAi jklniknjl $ ni 0k 0Ai 0jk 0lnjl
! "

) $ni 0k 0;f $ $ni 0k 0;gd; '1(

$Mi 0k 0 & $tmi 0k 0 %i jklAi jklniknjl $ ni 0k 0Ai 0jk 0lnjl
! "

) $Mi 0k 0; f $ $Mi 0k 0;gd; '2(

where t is time, Mi 0k 0 is the total mass in mass bin k 0 in annulus
i0, Aijkl is the cross section, %i jkl & 1/2 for i & j and k & l, and
%i jkl & 1 for k 6& l and any i; j. The terms in these equations rep-
resent (1) mergers of mik and mjl into a body of mass mi 0k 0 &
mik ) mjl $ me;i jkl , (2) loss of mi 0k 0 through mergers with other
objects, (3) addition of mass from debris produced by the colli-
sions of other objects (Kenyon& Luu1999), and (4) loss of mass
by gas drag (Kenyon & Luu1998). In each equation, the second
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term includes the possibility that a collision can produce debris but
no merger (rebounds; see Davis et al. 1985; Kenyon & Luu1999
and references therein).

The collision cross section is

Aijkl & #coll
1

4Hijkl ai j
# $

!aij
# $

 !
VijklFg;ijkl rik ) rjl

! "2
; '3(

where #coll is a constant (Wetherill & Stewart 1993; Kenyon &
Luu1998),Hijkl & *2(v2ik ) v2jl )+

1/2/h"i ji is the mutual scale height,
hai ji and h!ai ji are the average heliocentric distance andwidth for
the two interacting annuli, h"i ji is the average angular velocity,
Vijkl is the relative particle velocity, Fg;ijkl is the gravitational
focusing factor, and rik and rjl are the particle radii. We adopt
the piecewise analytic approximation of Spaute et al. (1991) for
the gravitational focusing factor in the dispersion regime and the
collisional cross sections of Greenberg et al. (1991) in the shear-
dominated regime (see also Greenzweig & Lissauer1990,1992).
For more details of this algorithm, see Kenyon & Luu (1998),
Kenyon & Bromley (2002a, 2004a), and Bromley & Kenyon
(2006).

To choose among possible collision outcomes, we use an
energy-scaling algorithm. IfQ,

d is the collision energy needed to
eject half the mass of a pair of colliding planetesimals and Qc is
the center of mass collision energy, the mass of the ejecta is

me;i jkl & 0:5 mik ) mjl

! "
Qc=Q

,
d

! "9=8
; '4(

where mik and mjl are the masses of the colliding planetesimals.
This approach allows us to derive ejectedmasses for catastrophic
collisions with Qc # Q,

d and cratering collisions with QcTQ,
d

(see alsoWetherill & Stewart1993; Stern & Colwell1997; Kenyon
& Luu 1999). Consistent with n-body simulations of collision
outcomes (e.g., Benz & Asphaug 1999), we set

Q,
d & Qbr

"b
i jkl ) Qg&gr

"g
i jkl; '5(

where ri jkl is the radius of a merged object with mass mik ) mjl ,
&g is the mass density of a planetesimal, Qbr

"b is the bulk com-
ponent of the binding energy, and Qg&gr"g is the gravity com-
ponent of the binding energy.

Kenyon & Bromley (2005) and Kenyon et al. (2008) describe
how collisional evolution depends on various choices forQ,

d . For
icy objects, detailed numerical collision simulations yield QbP
107 ergs cm$"b g$1, $0:5P"bP0, &g " 1Y2 g cm$3, QgP 1Y
2 ergs cm3$"g g$2, and "g " 1Y2 (e.g., Benz & Asphaug 1999;
Leinhardt et al. 2008). Calculations for the breakup of comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9 suggest a smaller component of the bulk
strength, Qbr

"b # 103 ergs g$1 (e.g., Asphaug & Benz 1996),
which yields smaller disruption energies for smaller objects. Be-
cause nearly all models for collisional disruption yield similar
results for objects with rk1 km (e.g., Kenyon&Bromley 2004c;
Kenyon et al. 2008), collisional evolution is relatively indepen-
dent of these uncertainties as planetesimals grow into larger ob-
jects. Thus, we choose standard values, Qg & 1:5 ergs cm1.75 g$2,
&g & 1:5 g cm$3, and"g & 1:25, for the gravity component of Q,

d .
To check how the evolution of the small planetesimals depends
on Q,

d , we consider a broad range in the bulk component of the
strength, Qb & 1Y105 ergs g$1 with "b & 0 (Pan & Sari 2005;
Kenyon & Bromley 2004c, 2005; Kenyon et al. 2008).

To compute velocity evolution, we include collisional damp-
ing from inelastic collisions, gas drag, and gravitational interac-

tions. Our equations for the evolution of the velocity dispersion
are

dh2
ik

dt
&

dh2
in;ik

dt
)

dh2
gd;ik

dt
)

dh2
lr;ik

dt
)

dh2
sr;ik

dt
'6(

for the horizontal component and

dv2ik
dt

&
dv2in;ik
dt

)
dv 2gd;ik
dt

)
dv2sr;ik
dt

'7(

for the vertical component, where the subscripts refer to the cont-
ributions from collisional damping (in), gas drag (gd), and long-
range ( lr) and short-range (sr) gravitational interactions.

For collisional damping, we adopt

dh2
in;ik

dt
&
Xj&N

j&0

Xl&lmax

l&0

Cin

2

h
mjlh

2
jl $ mikh

2
ik

$ mik ) mjl

! "
h2
ik

i
Ie("i jkl) '8(

and

dv 2in;ik
dt

&
Xj&N

j&0

Xl&lmax

l&0

Cin

" 2
i jkl

h
mjlv

2
jl $ mikv

2
ik

$ mik ) mjl

! "
v2ik

i
Ii("i jkl); '9(

whereCin & #coll fi jkl %i jkl&jlVi jkl Fg;i jkl(rik ) rjl)
2, " 2

i jkl & (i2ik ) i2jl )/
(e2ik ) e2jl ), and &jl is the volume density of planetesimals with
mass mjl in annulus j (Ohtsuki 1992; Wetherill & Stewart 1993).
In the second summation, lmax & k when i & j; lmax & M when
i 6& j (see also Kenyon & Luu19981999). We add a term, fi jkl, to
treat the overlap between adjacent zones; fi jkl & 1 when i & j and
fi jkl - 1 when i 6& j (Kenyon&Bromley 2001). The integrals Ie and
Ii are elliptic integrals described in previous publications (Wetherill
& Stewart 1993; Stewart & Ida 2000; Ohtsuki et al. 2002).

For velocity damping from gas drag, we follow Wetherill &
Stewart (1993) and write

dhgd;ik
dt

& $"ik
'CD

2mik
&gasV

2
gasr

2
ik ; '10(

and

dvgd;ik
dt

& $(1$ "ik )
'CD

2mik
&gasV

2
gasr

2
ik ; '11(

where CD & 0:5 is the drag coefficient, "ik & hik /(h
2
ik ) v2ik)

1/2,
&gas is the gas density, ( is the relative gas velocity, and Vgas &
Vik Vik ) (' (* +1/2 is themean relative velocity of the gas (see Adachi
et al. 1976; Weidenschilling 1977b; Wetherill & Stewart 1993).

For gravitational interactions, we compute long-range stirring
from distant oligarchs (Weidenschilling 1989) and short-range
stirring from the swarm (Ohtsuki et al. 2002). The long-range stir-
ring only has a horizontal component,

dh2
lr;ik

dt
&
Xj&N

j&1

Xl&M

l&1

Clr;e xi jkl
G2&jlMjl

"i j

# $

;
tan$1 Hijkl=Dmin

! "

Dmin
$

tan$1 Hijkl=Dmax

! "

Dmax

% &
'12(
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for continuum objects and

dh2
lr;ik

dt
&
Xj&N

j&1

Xl&M

l&1

G2

'"a

C 0
lr;em

2
jl

$a2 ) 0:5H 2
jl

' (2

2

64

3

75 '13(

for individual oligarchs, where xi jkl is the fraction of objects with
mass mik in annulus i that approach no closer than 2.4 RH of the
objects with mass ml in annulus j, Dmin & max(2:4RH; 1:6[h2

ik )
h2
jl ]

1/2), Dmax & 0:5 max (wik ;wjl), $a & jai $ ajj;Clr;e & 23:5,
and C 0

lr;e & 5:9 (see also Kenyon & Bromley 2001).
For short-range gravitational interactions, the stirring depends

on the ratio of the relative collision velocity to the mutual Hill
velocity,

vH " h"i jihai ji*(mik ) mjl)=3M?+1=3: '14(

In the high-velocity regime, the collision velocity exceeds the
Hill velocity. Statistical solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation
then yield accurate estimates for the stirring rates (e.g., Hornung
et al.1985;Wetherill & Stewart1993; Stewart & Ida 2000; Kenyon
& Bromley 2001). At low velocities, n-body calculations pro-
vide good estimates. We follow Ohtsuki et al. (2002) and write
the stirring as the sum of rates in the two regimes:

dh2
sr;ik

dt
&

dh2
high;ik

dt
)

dh2
low;ik

dt
'15(

and

dv 2sr;ik
dt

&
dv2high;ik

dt
)

dv2low;ik
dt

; '16(

where the subscripts ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ indicate the velocity
regime (e.g., eq. [25] of Ohtsuki et al. 2002).

In the high-velocity regime, the stirring is (e.g., Stewart & Ida
2000; Kenyon & Bromley 2001)

dh2
high;ik

dt
&
Xj&N

j&1

Xl&M

l&1

fi jklChigh

h
h2
ik ) h2

jl

' (
mjlJe "i jkl

! "

) 1:4 mjlh
2
jl $ mikh

2
ik

' (
He "i jkl

! "i
'17(

and

dv2high;ik
dt

&
Xj&N

j&1

Xl&M

l&1

fi jkl
Chigh

" 2
i jkl

h
v2ik ) v2jl

' (
mjlJz "i jkl

! "

) 1:4 mjlv
2
jl $ mikv

2
ik

' (
Hz "i jkl

! "i
; '18(

where fi jkl the fraction of objects with mass mik in annulus i that
approach within 2.4RH of the objects with mass mjl in annulus
j and Chigh & 0:28A#G

2&jl/[(h2
ik ) h2

jl )
3/2]. In the expression for

Chigh;A# & ln (#2 ) 1) and

# &
0:19 h2

ik ) h2
jl ) 1:25 v2ik ) v 2jl

' (h i
v2ik ) v2jl

' (1=2

v3H

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;

2

:

'19(

The functions He;Hz; Je, and Jz are definite integrals defined in
Stewart & Ida (2000).
In the low-velocity regime, the evolution equations are (Ohtsuki

et al. 2002)

dh2
low;ik

dt
&
Xj&N

j&1

Xl&M

l&1

fi jklClow

h
mjl)1

) mjlh
2
jl $ mikh

2
ik

' (
)3

i
'20(

and

dv2low;ik
dt

&
Xj&N

j&1

Xl&M

l&1

fi jklClow

h
mjl)2

) mjlh
2
jl $ mikh

2
ik

' (
)4

i
; '21(

where the ) terms are simple functions of the Hill radius

rH;ijkl & a 2 mik ) mjl

! ") *
=3M?

+ ,1=3
: '22(

and the normalized eccentricity and inclination (Ohtsuki et al.
2002; see also Ida 1990; Ida & Makino 1992). For the low-
velocity limit of the horizontal velocity

)1 & 73C1r
4
H;ijkl '23(

and

)2 & C2 4ĩ2i j ) 0:2ẽ2i j ẽ2i j ĩ
2
i j

' (1=2% &
r4H;ijkl: '24(

For the low-velocity limit of the vertical velocity

)3 & 10C3ẽ
2
i jr

4
H;ijkl=(h

2
ik ) h2

jl ) '25(

and

)4 & 10C3 ĩ
2
i j r

4
H; ijkl= h2

ik ) h2
jl

' (
; '26(

where Clow & 0:625haiji&jlHi jklV
3
K;i /(mik ) mjl)

2, ẽ2i j & (e2ik ) e2jl )
/ r2H; ijkl , and ĩ2i j & (i2ik ) i2jl)/r

2
H; ijkl. The constants C1;C2, and C3

are identical to those in equation (26) of Ohtsuki et al. (2002).
Several tests indicate that these expressions provide an accu-

rate treatment of velocity evolution for planetesimals in the high-
and low-velocity regimes. Figures 5Y7 of Ohtsuki et al. (2002)
show comparisons with results from n-body simulations (see
also Ida1990; Ida &Makino1992). Our simulations confirm this
analysis. Weidenschilling et al. (1997) and Kenyon & Bromley
(2001) compare variants of this formalismwith other n-body cal-
culations. Goldreich et al. (2004) demonstrate that our numerical
results agree with analytic estimates.
To follow the evolution of the most massive objects more ac-

curately, our code includes an n-body algorithm.When objects have
masses exceeding a ‘‘promotion mass’’ mpro, we promote them
into an n-body code that directly solves their orbits. The n-body
code incorporates algorithms to allow collisions among n-bodies
and interactions between n-bodies and coagulation particles.
Bromley & Kenyon (2006) describe this code in detail. Because
dynamical interactions among large oligarchs are rare and occur
at late stages in the evolution, we setmpro & 1026 g. We describe
several test calculations with smaller mpro in x 3.3.
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To treat the time evolution of the gas volume density &gas, we
use a simple nebular model with gas surface density $gas(a; t) &
$gas;0a$3/2e$t/tgas , gas-to-solids ratio$gas;0(a)/$(a) & 100, where
$ is the surface density of solids, and scale height Hgas(a) &
Hgas;0(a/a0)

1:125 (Kenyon&Hartmann1987). To approximate gas
removal on a timescale tgas, the gas density declines exponentially
with time.We set tgas & 10Myr. During the early stages of calcu-
lations at 30Y150 AU, velocity damping is important for particles
with rP 100 m. However, particle losses from gas drag are small,
#1% or less of the initial mass. By the time viscous stirring dom-
inates the velocity evolution of small objects, the gas disk has
dispersed. Inward drift and velocity damping are then negligible
(see also Wetherill & Stewart 1993).

The initial conditions for these calculations are appropriate for
a disk with an age of P1Y2 Myr (e.g., Dullemond & Dominik
2005; Nomura & Nakagawa 2006; Ciesla 2007; Garaud 2007).
We consider systems of N annuli in disks with ai & 30Y150 AU
and $ai/ai & 0:025. The disk is composed of small planetesimals
with radii of #1Y1000 m and an initial mass distribution ni(mik )
in each annulus. The mass ratio between adjacent bins is $ &
mik)1/mik & 1:4Y2. At the start of the calculations, each bin has
the same total mass, eccentricity e0 & 1Y3' ( ; 10$4, and inclina-
tion i0 & e0/2. We assume a power-law variation of the initial
surface density of solid material with semimajor axis,

$i & $0(M?)xm(ai=a0)
$3=2; '27(

where xm is a scaling factor. For a 1 M! central star, models
with$0 " 0:1Y0:2 g cm$2 at a0 & 30AUhave amass in icy sol-
ids comparable to the minimum-mass solar nebula (MMSN;
Weidenschilling1977a; Hayashi1981). Consistent with observa-
tions of disks surrounding preYmain-sequence stars (e.g., Natta
et al. 2000; Scholz et al. 2006), we scale the reference surface
density with the stellar mass, $0(M?) & 0:18(M?/M!) g cm$2.

Table 1 lists the ranges inM? and xm that we consider. The table
also lists the main-sequence lifetime, tms, defined as the time to
reach core hydrogen exhaustion in the X & 0:71, Y & 0:27, and
Z & 0:02 stellar evolution models of Demarque et al. (2004),
where X is the initial mass fraction of hydrogen, Y is the mass
fraction of helium, and Z is the metallicity. For most of our cal-
culations, the number of annuli in the disk is N & 64. To check
these results, we also calculated models for disks with N & 32
around 1M! stars. Because the growth of planets has large sto-
chastic variations, we repeated the calculations 5Y12 times for
each set of starting conditions, M?;N ; xm, and Qb. Table 1 lists
the number of calculations for each (M?; xm) pair.

Our calculations follow the time evolution of the mass and
velocity distributions of objects with a range of radii, rik & rmin

to rik & rmax. The upper limit rmax is always larger than the larg-
est object in each annulus. To save computer time in our main
calculation, we do not consider small objects which do not affect
significantly the dynamics and growth of larger objects, rmin &
100 cm. Erosive collisions produce objects with rik < rmin which
are ‘‘lost’’ to the model grid. Lost objects are more likely to be
ground down into smaller objects than to collide with larger
objects in the grid (see Kenyon & Bromley 2002a, 2004a).

To estimate the amount of dusty debris produced by planet for-
mation, we perform a second calculation. Each main calculation
yields Ṁi(t), the amount of mass lost to the grid per annulus per
time step, and Hi0(t), the scale height of the smallest particle
(r & rmin) in each annulus of the coagulation grid. Objects with
sizes smaller than rmin contain a small fraction of the mass in
each annulus; thus, the scale height for objects with r < rmin is
Hi0(t) (Goldreich et al. 2004). The total amount of mass lost from
the planetesimal grid in each time step is Ṁ (t) &

PN
i&1 Ṁi(t). The

debris has a known size distribution,n0i j & n0i0r
$"
i , where" is a con-

stant (seeStern&Colwell1997;Kenyon&Luu1999 and references
therein). The normalization constant n0i0 depends only on " and
Ṁ (t), which we derive at each time step in the main calculation.
To evolve the dust distribution in time, we use a simple collision
algorithm that includes Poynting-Robertson drag and radiation
pressure.1 The optical depth * of the dust follows from integrals
over the size distribution in each annulus. The optical depth and a
radiative transfer solution then yield the luminosity and radial
surface brightness of the dust as a function of time. Kenyon &
Bromley (2004a) describe this calculation in more detail.

Throughout the text, we use simple scaling relations to show
how our results depend on initial conditions and the properties of
the grid. For each set of calculations (Table 1), we derivemedian
results for the size distribution, the size of the largest object as a
function of a and t, and other physical variables. Substituting the
interquartile range for the dispersion, we then perform least-squares
fits to relate these median results to input parameters (e.g., xm)
and the properties of the grid (e.g., a). For parameters where
analytic theory predicts a relation (e.g., the growth time as a func-
tion of a), we derive the best-fitting coefficient, test whether dif-
ferent fitting functions provide better fits to our results, and keep
the result that minimizes )2 per degree of freedom. When ana-
lytic theory provides no guidance, we derive fitting functions that
yield the sensitivity of our results to all important physical vari-
ables. Thus, our fits test some aspects of analytic theory and guide
other aspects.

3. PLANET FORMATION CALCULATIONS

3.1. Icy Planet Formation in Disks around 1 M! Stars

We begin with a discussion of planet formation in disks at
30Y150 AU around a 1M! star. For most disks around low-mass
stars, the timescale for planet formation is shorter than the main-
sequence lifetime. Thus, the growth of planetesimals into plan-
ets and the outcome of the collisional cascade depend more on
the physics of solid objects than on stellar physics. Here, we re-
view the stages in planet growth and describe the outcome of
the collisional cascade. For a suite of calculations of planet for-
mation in disks of different masses, we derive basic relations
for the growth time and the maximum planet mass as a function
of initial disk mass. We also show how the dust production rate

TABLE 1

Grid of Debris Disk Calculations

Stellar Mass in M!

xm 1.0a 1.0b 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

0.33......................... 41 19 15 20 18 18

0.50......................... 49 18 18 17 17 17

1.00......................... 49 15 22 17 15 15
2.00......................... 41 15 30 17 16 15

3.00......................... 45 18 12 22 15 21

tms
c ...................... 10.00 10.00 2.90 1.22 0.65 0.39

Note.—Number of independent calculations for each combination of M? , xm.
a 32 annulus models at 30Y70 AU and at 70Y150 AU.
b 64 annulus models at 30Y150 AU.
c Main-sequence lifetime in Gyr (Demarque et al. 2004).

1 Because the collisional cascade begins after the gas disk dissipates, we ignore
gas drag.
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and the mass in small objects depend on initial disk mass and
time.

Section 3.2 compares these results with calculations for 1.5Y
3 M! stars. For disks around more massive stars, the planet fo-
rmation timescale is comparable to the main-sequence lifetime.
Thus, the central star evolves off themain sequence before planet
formation and the collisional cascade reach a natural end state.
During postYmain-sequence evolution, the star brightens con-
siderably (e.g., Demarque et al. 2004) and develops a powerful
stellar wind (e.g., Knapp &Morris1985 and references therein),
melting icy objects in the inner disk and ejecting small grains
throughout the disk. Thus, we halt our calculations when the star
evolves off the main sequence. Here, we show how the physics
of main-sequence stars changes the results derived for planet for-
mation around 1 M! stars.

3.1.1. Growth of Large Objects

The formation of icy planets in the outer regions of a quies-
cent planetesimal disk has three distinct stages (Kenyon & Luu
1999; Kenyon & Bromley 2004a). Planetesimals with rP1 km
grow slowly. As they grow, dynamical friction damps e for the
largest objects; dynamical friction and viscous stirring raise e for
the smallest objects (e.g., Greenberg et al. 1984; Wetherill &
Stewart 1993; Goldreich et al. 2004). After #0.1Y1 Myr, grav-
itational focusing enhances the collision cross sections by factors
of 10Y100. Slow, orderly growth ends. Runaway growth begins.
At the inner edge of the disk, the largest objects take #3 Myr to
grow to#100 km and#30Myr to grow to#1000 km. Through-
out runaway growth, the gas disk dissipates. Thus, velocity damp-
ing by gas drag ceases; dynamical friction and viscous stirring
increase e for the smallest objects. Stirring reduces gravitational
focusing factors, slowing the growth of the largest objects relative
to one another and relative to leftover planetesimals (Ida&Makino
1993;Wetherill & Stewart1993). Runaway growth ends; oligarchic
growth begins (Kokubo & Ida 1998; Rafikov 2003; Chambers
2006; Nagasawa et al. 2007). After 30Y100 Myr, the largest ob-
jects, oligarchs, grow slowly and contain an ever increasing frac-
tion of the remaining mass in the disk.

During the transition from runaway to oligarchic growth, col-
lisions start to produce copious amount of dust. Once oligarchs
reach sizes #500 km, collisions between 1Y10 km objects pro-
duce debris instead of mergers (Kenyon et al. 2008 and refer-

ences therein). Once fragmentation begins, continued stirring
leads to a collisional cascade, where leftover planetesimals are
ground to dust. For dust grains with sizesk10 !m, the collision
time is much shorter than the time to remove particles by gas drag
(Adachi et al.1976) or by Poynting-Robertson drag (Burns et al.
1979). Thus, the cascade proceeds to particle sizes P1Y10 !m,
where radiation pressure removes material on the dynamical
timescale (Burns et al. 1979). Because runaway growth leaves
most of the mass in 1Y10 km objects, the collisional cascade ef-
fectively removes a significant fraction of the solid material in
the disk.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the eccentricity and the

mass distributions for objects in the innermost 8 annuli of a disk
with initial mass distribution similar to the MMSN. To minimize
stochastic variations, these plots show median results for 15 cal-
culations. During slow growth and the early stages of runaway
growth, dynamical friction damps e for the largest objects and
raises e for the smallest objects (Fig. 1, right; 10 Myr). The mass
distribution develops a pronounced shoulder from 10 km to#300Y
500 km.As the evolution proceeds, growth concentratesmoremass
in the largest objects; stirring excites the orbits of the smallest
objects. After 100 Myr, the collisional cascade removes mass
efficiently from the smallest objects but leaves the mass distribu-
tion of the largest objects unchanged. By#5Y10 Gyr, almost all
of the small objects have been removed.
In these calculations, the rate of planet formation is very sen-

sitive to semimajor axis (Fig. 2). For collisional processes, the
growth time in the disk is t / P/$, where P is the orbital period
(see the Appendix; also Lissauer 1987; Kenyon & Luu 1998;
Goldreich et al. 2004). For P / a3/2 and $ / xma

$3/2 (eq. [27]),
the growth time is t / a3x$1

m . Thus, although it takes only#10Myr
for the largest planets to reach radii of 300Y600 km at 30AU, the
largest objects at ak 100 AU still have r # 3Y5 km. By 100Myr,
100 km objects form at 75Y80 AU. After 1 Gyr, 100 km objects
form beyond 125 AU. By the end of the calculation at 10 Gyr,
1000 km objects form throughout the disk.
The formation rate also depends on the initial disk mass (Fig. 3).

For an expected growth time t / a3x$1
m , planets grow faster in

more massive disks. At 100 AU, planets with r # 2000 km form
in a massive disk (xm & 3) within 1 Gyr. In a low-mass disk with
xm # 1/3, the largest planet at 100 AU grows to r # 300 km in
1 Gyr and r # 2000 km in 10 Gyr. For all simulations of disks

Fig. 1.—Evolution of a multiannulus coagulation model with $ & 0:18(ai/30 AU)$3/2 g cm$2 at 30Y37 AU around a 1M! star. Left: Median cumulative mass dis-
tribution at times indicated in the legend.Right:Median eccentricity distributions at t & 0 (thin solid line), t & 10Myr ( filled circles), t & 100Myr (open boxes), t & 1Gyr
( filled triangles), and t & 10 Gyr (open diamonds). As large objects grow in the disk, they stir up the leftover planetesimals to e # 0:1. Disruptive collisions then deplete
the population of 0.1Y10 km planetesimals, which limits the growth of the largest objects.
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around 1M! stars, the median timescale for the formation of the
first 1000 km object is

t1000 " 475x$1:15
m

a

80 AU

- .3

Myr: '28(

This relation fits our results for the median growth time to "5%
for a & 30Y150 AU and for xm & 1/3 to 3. For each initial disk
mass, the interquartile range for the formation time is #20%.
Thus, there is a modest range of outcomes for identical starting
conditions.

In equation (28) there is a small difference between the result
expected from simple theory (t / x$1

m ) and the result derived in
our calculations (t / x$1:15

m ). We show in the Appendix how gas
drag during runaway and oligarchic growth can modify the
simple theory and explain the result of our calculations.

Although the timescale to produce the first 1000 km object is a
strong function of initial disk mass and semimajor axis, the
evolution at late times is less sensitive to the starting conditions.
To derive a simple relation for the median size rmax of the largest
object as a function of initial disk mass and semimajor axis, we
adopt a simple function

rmax(a) & r0e
$(ai=a0)#r '29(

and use an amoeba algorithm (Press et al. 1992) to derive the
fitting parameters a0; r0, and #r as a function of time. For stellar
ages 1 GyrP t?P10 Gyr, the ensemble of calculations yields

r0 " 1650x0:2m

t

3 Gyr

- .0:06

km '30(

for the radius of the largest object,

a0 " 190x0:1m

t

3 Gyr

- .0:1

AU '31(

for the scale length, and #r " 5Y6 for the exponent. These re-
lations match our results to .5%. The uncertainties are .3% in
the coefficients and .5% in the exponents.

These calculations produce relatively low-mass icy planets
with radii#50% larger than the radius of Pluto (Young&Binzel
1994; Elliot et al. 2003, 2007). Although these objects form re-
latively rapidly in the inner disk, they grow very slowly at late
times. Between 1Y10 Gyr, most large objects grow by # 10%Y
20% in radius (#50% in mass). Because the size of the largest
object depends weakly on the initial disk mass, nearly all disks
form Pluto-mass planets. These objects stir leftover planetesimals
effectively; thus, nearly all disks develop a collisional cascade.

Despite the general formation of Pluto-mass planets in any
disk, the lowest mass disks (xmP 1/3) form Plutos inefficiently.
The scale length, a0k 150AU, derived from our calculations ex-
ceeds the outer radius of the disk. Thus, planet formation does
not proceed to completion at large a for the lowest mass disks. In
these systems, the largest icy planets at a " 125Y150 AU are
factors of 3Y10 smaller than r0. The large exponent, #r # 5Y6,
derived in our fits implies a rapid transition,#10Y20 AU, between
disk regions where the largest objects are planets with rmax " r0
and where the largest objects have rmaxP 300Y500 km.

In our calculations, the collisional cascade limits the size of the
largest objects. Once a few objects have radiik1000 km, they stir
up leftover planetesimals to the disruption velocity. When the
collisional cascade begins, the timescale for 1 km planetesimals to
collide and fragment into smaller objects is shorter than the time-
scale for oligarchs to accrete leftover planetesimals. Thus, the
growth of the largest objects stalls at#1000Y2000 km (#0.01Y
0.02M%). Occasionally, runaway and oligarchic growth produce
a very large object with r # 5000 km (#0.1 M%), but these ob-
jects form in only# 5%Y10% of the simulations. These objects
form at random semimajor axes and tend to form in more mas-
sive disks.

The large radial variation in the formation time produces dra-
matic differences in the mass distribution as a function of semi-
major axis (Fig. 4). In the inner disk, rapid growth leads to many
objects with rk 1000 km (Table 2). With many large objects
stirring the leftover planetesimals in the inner disk, the collisional
cascade removes most of the mass in small objects (Fig. 4, left).
In the outer disk, slow growth results in a handful of Pluto-mass
objects. A few large objects cannot stir leftover planetesimals ef-
ficiently. Thus, the collisional cascade is weak and leaves a sub-
stantial amount of mass in 1Y10 km planetesimals (Fig. 4, right).

Fig. 2.—Evolution of the radius of the largest object in each annulus for aMMSN
disk around a 1M! star. The number to the right of each set of points indicates log t in
years from the start of the calculation. Large objects with r # 1000 km form at the
inner edge of the disk in 10Y100Myr, in the middle of the disk in 0.3Y1 Gyr, and
at the edge of the disk in 10 Gyr.

Fig. 3.—Median radii of the largest objects at 1 Gyr for disks around a 1M!
star. The numbers to the right of each set of points indicate xm, the disk mass in
units of theMMSN. Planets form earlier in the inner portions of the most massive
disks. Icy planet formation saturates at maximum radii r # 1500 km.
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The growth of objects as a function of semimajor axis and
time is not sensitive to the size of themodel grid (Fig. 5). For two
sets of calculations with 32 annuli (cyan and magenta points),
the median radius of the largest object in each annulus is nearly
identical to results for calculations with 64 annuli (black points).
The results for equations (28)Y(34) are also independent of the
grid. In principle, long-range stirring from planets at small a can
influence runaway growth of objects at large a. Our results sug-
gest that icy planet formation at large semimajor axes is not in-
fluenced by the formation of small icy planets at small semimajor
axes.

To conclude this discussion of the formation of large objects
in a planetesimal disk, we quote several simple relations for the
amount of solid material in small and large objects as a function
of initial disk mass and semimajor axis for the ensemble of cal-
culations around a 1 M! star. At 3Y10 Gyr, the median fraction
of solids remaining in the disk is

fs " 0:3
a

100 AU

- .
1

xm

- .1=4

: '32(

For a MMSN with xm & 1, the amount of mass remaining in the
disk at 3Y10 Gyr ranges from 9% of the initial mass at 30 AU to
roughly 50% of the initial mass at 150 AU. Thus, the inner disk
is substantially depleted, while the outer disk contains a signif-
icant fraction of its initial mass.

For each xm, the median fraction of the initial disk mass in
1000 km and larger objects is

f1000 & 0:035
30 AU

a

- .
: '33(

The median fraction of the mass in 100 km and larger objects is
roughly 50% larger,

f100 & 0:06
30 AU

a

- .
: '34(

For the ensemble of calculations, the typical interquartile range
is #0.1 for fs and #20% for f100 and f1000. Thus, the mass dis-
tributions in our calculations are top heavy, with more mass in
1000+ km objects than in 100Y1000 km objects.
These relations demonstrate that planet formation at 30Y

150 AU is very inefficient. For all disk radii in this range, only
#6% or less of the initial population of 1 km objects is incor-
porated into large objects with radii exceeding 100 km. In the
inner disk (30Y50AU), the collisional cascade is very efficient at
removing leftover 1Y10 km objects. Thus, at 3Y10 Gyr, the large
objects contain most of the mass in the inner disk. In the outer
disk (100Y150 AU), the collisional cascade does not have
enough time to remove leftover planetesimals. Thus, small ob-
jects with radii of 1Y10 km contain most of the remaining mass
at 100Y150 AU.

3.1.2. Evolution of Dust

At all semimajor axes, the collisional cascade converts a large
fraction of the initial mass in solids into small dust grains. Be-
cause oligarchs and leftover planetesimals are unobservable with
current techniques, dust emission provides the sole observational
diagnostic of the growth of icy planets at 30Y150 AU around
other stars. Here, we describe the evolution of these small par-
ticles and demonstrate that the collisional cascade is observable.

Fig. 4.—Median cumulative mass distributions at 1 Gyr for annuli at 30Y37AU (left) and at 123Y146AU (right) around a 1M! star. The legend indicates xm, the initial
diskmass in units of the scaledMMSN. In the inner disk,many large planets form, and the collisional cascade removes nearly all of thematerial in objectswith rP1Y10 km. In
the outer disk, few large planets form; collisions are inefficient at removing material in small objects.

TABLE 2

Median Number of Plutos at t & tms/3 for Disks around 1 M! Stars

xm 30Y37 AU 37Y45 AU 45Y55 AU 55Y67 AU 67Y82 AU 82Y100 AU 100Y123 AU 123Y146 AU

0.33................................... 40 44 33 32 19 12 3 1

0.50................................... 62 65 39 49 33 25 10 1

1.00................................... 111 110 73 73 47 55 26 5

2.00................................... 172 194 134 155 116 84 58 33
3.00................................... 165 260 172 251 137 109 85 44
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Two physical processes set the visibility of dust grains in a
debris disk. Once significant fragmentation begins, collisions
gradually grind the fragments to dust.When dust grains are small
enough, radiative processes remove them from the disk. For
disks at 30Y150 AU, radiation pressure dominates mass loss for
tP1Y3 Gyr and removes 65%Y70% of the total mass loss.
Poynting-Robertson drag removes material at late times and is
responsible for 30% to 35% of the total mass loss. Because the
gas density is negligible once the collisional cascade begins, gas
drag is unimportant.

To describe our results,we divide dusty debris into ‘‘large grains’’
with 1 mmP rP1 m, ‘‘small grains’’ with 1 !mP rP 1 mm,
and ‘‘very small grains’’ with rP1 !m. Collisions dominate the
evolution of large grains at all times. For tP1Y3 Gyr, collisions
dominate the evolution of small grains; Poynting-Robertson drag
then removes grains with radii of 1Y100 !m on Gyr timescales.
Radiation pressure removes very small grains on the local dy-
namical timescale. Thus, radiation pressure produces a ‘‘wind’’
of very small grains in the disk midplane.

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the dust production rate
for very small grains as a function of initial diskmass. At the start
of each calculation, dynamical friction and collisions damp or-
bital eccentricities. Thus, collisions produce less and less debris;
the dust production rate declines with time. As oligarchs reach
radii of #500 km, they stir leftover planetesimals along their
orbits. Dust production increases. Because oligarchs continue to
grow, they stir leftover planetesimals to larger and larger veloc-
ities. Collision energies rapidly exceed the critical disruption en-
ergy; the dust production rate increases dramatically (eqs. [4] and
[5]). When oligarchs start to reach their maximum radii in the
inner disk (eq. [29]), the dust production rate peaks. As oligarchs
grow at larger and larger disk radii, the dust production rate slowly
declines.

Although the outer disk contains more mass, the global dust
production rate declines with time for two reasons. Large oli-
garchs form at late times in the outer disk (Fig. 2), but the smaller
disk surface density and the longer orbital periods lead to smaller
collision rates. Smaller collision rates yield smaller dust produc-
tion rates. Initially, collisions dominate Poynting-Robertson drag;
thus, radiation pressure ejects the smallest grains on the local or-
bital timescale (e.g., Krivov et al. 2000; Wyatt 2005). The dust

production rate then declines roughly as t$1. At late times, the
collision rates decline. Poynting-Robertson drag then removes
larger grains from the disk, which reduces the population of very
small grains from erosive collisions. The dust production rate then
declines with evolution time as t$2 (see also Dominik & Decin
2003; Kenyon & Bromley 2004a, 2005; Wyatt 2005; Wyatt et al.
2007a, 2007b).

The time evolution of the collision rate in the disk yields a
simple relation between the maximum dust production rate Ṁmax

and the initial disk mass. For the complete set of calculations,

Ṁmax " 6:5 ; 1020x2m g yr$1: '35(

For a MMSN with xm & 1, the maximum rate is #0.1M% every
million years. The collision rate scales with the square of the
number density of objects; thus, the dust production rate grows
as the square of the initial disk mass (e.g., Ṁmax / x2m).

The timescale for the peak in dust production is shorter than
the timescale for the production of 1000 km objects in the disk,

tṀmax
" 14x$1

m Myr: '36(

This time corresponds roughly to the time of peak stirring of
leftover planetesimals by oligarchs growing in the inner disk, start-
ing the collisional cascade. Oligarchs form faster in more mas-
sive disks; thus, the dust production rate peaks earlier in more
massive disks.

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the mass in small grains
for disks with a range of initial masses. Initially, the dust produc-
tion rates are small (Fig. 6) and the dust mass increases slowly
with time. Once large oligarchs form in the inner disk, the dust
production rate, and thus the mass in small grains, grows rapidly.
For all disks, it takes#5Y10 Myr for the mass in small grains to
grow from 10$6 M% (which is unobservable with current tech-
nology) to# 1Y10' ( ; 10$4 M% (which is observable). After this
rapid rise, oligarchs form at larger and larger disk radii, leading
to enhanced dust production farther and farther out in the disk.
The dust mass then rises slowly with time. Once oligarchs form
at the outer edge of the disk, the collisional cascade removes

Fig. 5.—Radius of the largest object in each annulus at 10Myr and at 100Myr
for a MMSN disk around a 1 M! star. The black points indicate results for cal-
culations with 64 annuli; the magenta and cyan points show results for calculat-
ions with 32 annuli. The good agreement between the 32 annulus and 64 annulus
calculations shows that planet formation is not sensitive to the size of the grid.

Fig. 6.—Median production rate of 0.01Y1 !m objects as a function of time
for 30Y150 AU disks around a 1M! central star. The legend indicates xm, the ini-
tial disk mass in units of the scaled MMSN. As large objects grow during the early
stages of the evolution, the dust production rate declines. Once large objects start to
stir up the leftover planetesimals, debris production rises rapidly. After dust produc-
tion peaks, the collision rate and dust production decline slowly with time. For all
stars, more massive disks eject more material into a wind of small particles.
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more andmore solid material throughout the disk. The dust mass
then begins to decline.

The maximummass in small grains scales with the initial disk
mass,

Mmax; small " 0:013xm M%: '37(

Because the derived size distributions are dominated by collisional
processes, the maximum mass in large grains is roughly 40 times
larger (e.g., Dohnanyi1969;Williams&Wetherill1994; Kenyon
& Bromley 2004c; Krivov et al. 2006),

Mmax; large " 0:5xm M%: '38(

In both cases, the larger collision rate in more massive disks leads
to more dust. Although these dust masses are significant, they are
small compared to the mass in objects with rk 100 km. The typ-
icalmass in large grains isP10%of themass in 100 km and larger
objects. The mass in small grains is P0.25% of the mass in the
largest objects.

The timescale to reach the maximum dust mass is a function
of the particle size. For the small grains,

tmax; small " 270x$1=2
m Myr: '39(

For the large grains,

tmax; large " 600x$1=2
m Myr: '40(

Several features of the collisional cascade set these time-
scales. Early in the evolution, the collision timescale for all par-
ticle sizes is smaller than the timescale for Poynting-Robertson
drag. Thus, the cascade erodes small particles until radiation pres-
sure ejects them. As planet formation propagates out through the
disk, collisions produce more and more small grains. Because the
mass in grains is set by a balance between the collision time,
which scales as x$1

m and the local dynamical time, which scales as
x$1/2
m , the timescale to reach the maximum grain mass is propor-
tional to x$1/2

m . As the collision rate declines, Poynting-Robertson

drag starts to remove mass from the disk. This drag removes
smaller particles from the disk more effectively than it removes
large particles. Thus, the mass in small grains peaks before the
mass in larger grains.
These results suggest that the mass in collisional debris is

large, roughly a lunar mass in 0.001Y1 mm grains, throughout
the lifetime of a 1M! star. Although the solar system has much
less dust (e.g., Landgraf et al. 2002; Nesvorný et al. 2006 and
references therein), these large diskmasses are comparable to the
mass in dust grains detected in many debris disks around other
stars (e.g., Beichman et al. 2006; Trilling et al. 2008;Moro-Martin
et al. 2007). Because our dust production rates are observable,
the large range in dust masses as a function of initial disk mass
and time implies a correspondingly large range in the observable
properties of debris disks, such as the disk luminosity and the IR
excess, at fixed stellar age. Because the dust production rate de-
clines with time, we expect the disk luminosity and IR excesses
to decline with time. We derive detailed predictions for this evo-
lution in x 4 and compare these results with observations in x 5.

3.2. Icy Planet Formation in 1.5Y3 M! Stars

Stellar evolution is an important feature of icy planet forma-
tion at 30Y150 AU. Because the main-sequence lifetime (tms /
M$n

? , with n " 3Y3:5; e.g., Iben1967; Demarque et al. 2004) is
more sensitive to stellar mass than the timescale to produce large
icy planets (t / M$3/2

? ; see below), massive stars evolve off the
main sequence before oligarchic growth and the collisional cas-
cade remove solid material in the outer disk. After a 1Y3M! star
evolves off the main sequence, it becomes more luminous (as a
red giant) and hotter (as a post-AGB star). During this evolution,
icy planetesimals and planets melt, decreasing collision rates and
changing the outcome of the collisional cascade.2 Short main-
sequence lifetimes of massive stars thus lead to clear differences
in the amount of solid material in large and small objects in the
outer disk.
The stellar mass also affects the outcome of icy planet forma-

tion. The timescale for planet formation scales with orbital period
and the surface density, t / P/$ (see the Appendix). For a disk
with $ & $0xma

$3/2 (eq. [27]) and fixed $0xm, the formation
time is t / a3M$1/2

? . Thus, at fixed a in disks with identical sur-
face density distributions, planets form faster around more mas-
sive stars. However, disk masses in the youngest stars scale with
stellar mass (e.g.,Md / M?; Natta et al. 2000; Scholz et al. 2006).
Thus, $0 scales with stellar mass, $0 / Md / M?. Combining
these relations leads to a formation time t / a3M$3/2

? . Thus, at
fixed a in typical disks, icy planets form #5 times faster around
3 M! stars than around 1 M! stars.
To illustrate how stellar mass and evolution affect planet for-

mation, we begin with the growth of large objects at 40 AU and
at 100AU (Fig. 8). For disks with identical initial surface density
distributions, planets at the same a in disks around 3 M! stars
grow #1.7 times faster than planets around 1 M! stars. Figure
8 also shows the clear scaling of growth time with semimajor
axis, t / a3 for a disk with $ / a$3/2. The simple scaling of the
growth time with disk mass and orbital period in our calculations
leads to a general relation for the median timescale for the forma-
tion of the first 1000 km object in disks at 30Y150 AU,

t1000 " 145x$1:15
m

a

80 AU

- .3 2 M!

M?

- .3=2

Myr: '41(

Fig. 7.—Median mass in 0.001Y1 mm objects as a function of time for 30Y
150 AU disks around a 1M! central star. The legend indicates xm, the initial disk
mass in units of the scaled MMSN. During runaway growth, the median dust
mass is small and roughly constant in time. As planet formation propagates through
the disk, the dust mass grows with time. Once planets form in the outer disk, col-
lisions and Poynting-Robertson drag removes small grains from the disk.

2 We assume that melting is accompanied by a loss of volatiles and an
increase in the mass density of leftover planetesimals.
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For 1Y3 M! stars, this relation fits our results for the median
growth time to "7% for a & 30Y150 AU and for xm & 1/3 to 3.
For all initial disk masses, the interquartile range for the for-
mation time is#20%. Thus, there is a modest range of outcomes
for identical starting conditions around 1Y3 M! stars.

Aside from the extra factor of x$0:15
m , this relation follows the

prediction of t / x$1
m M$3/2

? a3 from standard coagulation theory.
As outlined in the Appendix, velocity damping from gas drag
can speed up planet formation in more massive disks.

Figure 9 further shows how the growth time varies with a and
M? for constant xm. At 100 Myr, icy planets are close to their
maximum sizes at 30Y50AU in the inner disk. At large disk radii
(a # 100Y150 AU), planet formation is clearly faster around
more massive stars. For all stars withM? & 1Y3M!, the rmax(a)
relations have a similar morphology, consisting of a plateau at
rmax " 1000Y2000 km and a steep decline of rmax with in-
creasing a. As in x 3.1.1, we fit our results to a simple relation be-
tween rmax; a, and time (eq. [29]). For all of our calculations, we
derive an exponent #r " 5Y6 and a characteristic maximum
radius

r0 " 1750xbm
M?

2 M!

- .0:09 3t

tms

- .0:06

km '42(

with the exponent b & 0:22) 0:033M?/M!. The disk scale length
is

a0 " 190x0:1m

3t

tms

- .0:1

AU: '43(

These results are valid for late times, t " 0:1Y1tms.
Equation (42) shows that the maximum sizes of icy planets at

30Y150 AU are relatively insensitive to initial disk mass, stellar
mass, or time. For disks with identical xm around 1Y3 M! stars,
the largest icy planets around 3 M! stars are only #10%Y20%
larger than the largest icy planets around solar-type stars. This
range is comparable to the range in maximum sizes for planets
formed in identical disks around stars of identical mass (x 3.1.1).
Disks with a factor of 10 range in xm yield planets with a 20%Y
30% range in radii (a factor of #2 in mass). Thus, our calcula-
tions predict that the largest icy planets at 30Y150 AU around
1Y3 M! stars have masses comparable to Pluto and other large

Kuiper belt objects in the solar system beyond the orbit of
Neptune.

Although themaximum sizes of planets are fairly independent
of initial conditions, the number of Pluto-mass objects nP is sen-
sitive to disk mass and stellar mass (Table 3). In the inner disk
(30Y60 AU), nP scales roughly with initial disk mass and stellar
mass. In the outer disk (100Y150 AU), the formation timescale for
icy planets is comparable to the main-sequence lifetime. Thus, nP
scales with initial disk mass and stellar mass only for the most mas-
sive disks. In lower mass disks, stars evolve off the main sequence
before disks can produce large numbers of Pluto-mass objects.

Cumulative mass distributions provide another useful com-
parison of icy planet formation as a function of disk mass and
stellar mass. For disks with identical initial surface density dis-
tributions at a & 30Y37AU, the shape of themass distribution is
fairly independent of stellar mass at 100 Myr (Fig. 10, left).
Because large icy planets form first in disks around more mas-
sive stars, disks of fixed age around 3M! stars have more mass
in larger planets and are more collisionally depleted than disks
around 1 M! stars.

For calculations in scaled MMSN (Fig. 10, right), growth is a
stronger function of stellar mass. As predicted by the simple
scaling relations, disks around 3 M! stars have #5 times more
mass in large objects than 1M! stars. More mass in large objects
produces more stirring, enhancing mass loss in the collisional
cascade. Despite large difference in initial disk mass, the mass
distributions of disks around 1Y3 M! stars are very similar for
r < 1 km at similar times.

Although planet formation proceeds faster with increasing
stellar mass, stellar evolution halts the collisional cascade and
the growth of planets in more massive stars (Fig. 11). Planets
reach their maximum radii in the inner disks for all 1Y3M! stars;
however, the timescale for the collisional cascade to run to com-
pletion is long compared to themain-sequence lifetimes of 2Y3M!
stars. Thus, the collisional cascade removes a larger fraction of
material from the inner disks around 1M! stars than from the in-
ner disks of 2Y3M! stars (Fig. 11, left). In the outer disk, the growth
time for 1000 km planets is large compared to themain-sequence
lifetime for 2Y3 M! stars. Thus, planets do not reach their

Fig. 8.—Time evolution of the radius of the largest object at 40AUand at 100AU
for identical disks around 1M! (dot-dashed curves), 2 M! (solid curves), and 3M!
(triple dot-dashed curves) stars. Planets grow faster around more massive stars
and in the inner disks of all stars.

Fig. 9.—Median radius of the largest object at 100 Myr in each annulus for a
scaled MMSN disk (xm & 1) around 1Y3 M! stars. The number to the right of
each set of points indicates the stellar mass inM!. At all disk radii, large objects
form faster around more massive stars. At 30Y60 AU, planet formation saturates
at radii r # 1000Y2000 km on relatively short time scales, t # 100Myr (see also
eq. [41]). At larger disk radii, planets formmore slowly and do not reach themax-
imum radius unless the formation time is shorter than themain-sequence lifetime.
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maximum radii of #1000Y2000 km in the outer disks of 2Y3M!
stars (Fig. 11, right)

To conclude our comparison of icy planet formation around
stars of different masses, we consider the long-term evolution of
all solids in the disk. For t & 0:3Y1:0tms, the median fraction of
solids remaining in the disk is

fs " 0:38
a

100 AU

- .1:25 1

xm

- .1=4

; '44(

for the ensemble of calculations for 1.5 M! stars, and

fs " 0:6
a

100 AU

- .1:6 1

xm

- .1=3

; '45(

for calculations for 2Y3 M! stars. At 30Y50 AU, all stars lose
roughly the same fraction of mass from the disk. At larger disk
radii, more massive stars evolve off the main sequence before
the collisional cascade removes most of the leftover 1Y10 km

TABLE 3

Median Number of Plutos at t & tms/3 for Disks around 1.5Y3 M! Stars

xm 30Y37 AU 37Y45 AU 45Y55 AU 55Y67 AU 67Y82 AU 82Y100 AU 100Y123 AU 123Y146 AU

1.5 M!

0.33................................... 46 46 45 28 16 3 1 1

0.50................................... 69 85 68 48 53 25 2 1

1.00................................... 102 136 128 101 98 67 28 2
2.00................................... 158 243 240 261 211 123 169 47

3.00................................... 201 239 301 295 381 165 198 97

2.0 M!

0.33................................... 55 51 48 30 2 1 1 3

0.50................................... 115 87 85 51 20 10 1 2

1.00................................... 172 187 231 123 82 50 1 3
2.00................................... 261 230 366 236 324 204 77 5

3.00................................... 259 262 398 264 446 295 171 48

2.5 M!

0.33................................... 105 92 63 55 19 1 5 2

0.50................................... 152 139 123 100 53 10 5 5
1.00................................... 164 174 234 198 125 90 7 6

2.00................................... 223 230 278 243 158 108 10 8

3.00................................... 353 434 490 495 477 615 313 157

3.0 M!

0.33................................... 133 121 62 36 6 5 1 1
0.50................................... 127 153 129 103 50 2 2 1

1.00................................... 199 230 239 258 171 66 6 5

2.00................................... 224 353 376 392 342 265 173 5
3.00................................... 428 598 479 657 570 756 578 272

Fig. 10.—Median cumulative mass distributions at 100 Myr for planet formation calculations at 30Y37 AU around 1Y3M! stars. Left: Results for models with $ &
0:18(ai/30 AU)$3/2 g cm$2. The thin solid line indicates the initialmass distribution. The dashed (1M!, xm & 1), dot-dashed (2M! , xm & 1/2), and thick solid (3M!, xm & 1/3)
lines showmedian results for the same initial conditions. Right: Results for models with a scaled surface density (xm & 1),$ & 0:18(ai/30 AU)$3/2(M?/M!) g cm$2, and
different stellar masses (1M!: dashed line; 2M!: dot-dashed line; 3M!: thick solid line). Although more massive planets form around more massive stars, the collisional
cascade leads to a small dispersion in total disk mass at late times.
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planetesimals. Thus, icy planet formation around lower mass
stars converts a larger fraction of the initial solid mass into dusty
debris.

Although planet formation around massive stars converts a
smaller fraction of the initial mass into dusty debris, icy planet
formation is equally efficient at producing massive objects
around all 1Y3M! stars. For all disks in our calculations, the me-
dian fraction of the initial disk mass in 1000 km and larger ob-
jects is

f1000 & 0:035
30 AU

a

- .
: '46(

The median fraction of the mass in 100 km and larger objects is
#50% larger,

f100 & 0:06
30 AU

a

- .
: '47(

Mass distributions for icy planets are top heavy for all 1Y3 M!
stars. As for calculations around 1 M! stars, the typical inter-
quartile ranges are#0.1 for fs and#20% for f100 and f1000. Thus,
identical starting conditions lead to a modest range of outcomes.

3.2.1. Evolution of Dust

The evolution of dusty debris in disks around 1.5Y3M! stars
generally follows the evolution for 1 M! stars. As oligarchs
form, stirring leads to a collisional cascade that converts 10 km
and smaller objects into small dust grains. Because planets form
more rapidly around more massive stars, disks around massive
stars produce dust sooner than disks around lower mass stars. In
our calculations, the disk mass scales with the stellar mass. Thus,
disks around massive stars also produce more dust than disks
around lower mass stars. However, massive stars do not live as
long as lower mass stars, preventing the collisional cascade from
removing all of the small objects from the disk (Fig. 10). Over
the lifetime of the star, disks around lower mass stars form more
dust than disks around more massive stars.

To illustrate these points, Figure 12 shows the time evolution
of the dust production rate for a scaled MMSN (xm & 1) around
1, 2, and 3 M! stars. During runaway growth, destructive col-
lisions are rare; thus, the dust production rate declines with time.

As runaway growth ends, there are three distinct phases in dust
production: (1) an exponential rise when runaway objects start to
stir leftover planetesimals in the inner disk, (2) a long plateau as
oligarchs form farther and farther out in the disk, and (3) a long
decline in dust production as the collisional cascade depletes the
disk of 1Y10 km objects.

Because planets growmore rapidly around more massive stars,
the exponential growth in dust production occurs first around
moremassive stars. The timescale for the onset of dust production
also scales inversely with disk mass; thus, more massive disks
produce dust faster than low-mass disks.

When runaway growth ends and oligarchic growth begins, the
dust production rate reaches a clear plateau (Fig. 12). We define
the onset of the plateau phase as the time of maximum dust pro-
duction3. For our calculations, there is a simple relation between

Fig. 11.—Median cumulative mass distributions at t & tms for annuli at 30Y37AU (left) and at 123Y146AU (right) for identical disks [$ & 0:18(ai/30 AU)$3/2 g cm$2]
around 1Y3M! stars. The legend indicates the stellar mass inM!. In the inner disk, many large planets form and the collisional cascade removes a large fraction of thematerial
in objects with rP1Y10 km. In the outer disk, few large planets form; collisions are inefficient at removing material in small objects.

Fig. 12.—Median production rate of 0.01Y1 !m objects at 30Y150 AU as a
function of time for scaled MMSN (xm & 1) around 1Y3 M! central stars. The
legend indicates the stellar mass in M!. For scaled MMSN, disks around more
massive stars eject much more material in very small grains at early times
(tP10Y100 Myr). In an ensemble of stars with a variety of disk masses, there is
wide range of dust production rates.

3 Because there are small fluctuations in the dust production rate during the
plateau phase, we define the maximum dust production as the time when the de-
rivative dṀ (t)/dt first changes sign.
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the timescale of maximum dust production and the masses of the
disk and central star,

tṀmax
" 5x$1

m

2 M!

M?

- .1:5

Myr: '48(

At this time, our simulations yield a simple relation between the
maximum dust production rate and the masses of the disk and
the central star,

Ṁmax " 3:5 ; 1021x2m
M?

2 M!

- .2:5

g yr$1: '49(

Each of these scaling laws has a simple physical origin. The
maximum dust production rate, Ṁmax, depends on the collision
rate, the square of the disk mass divided by the orbital period.
Thus, Ṁmax / $2/P / $2M 1/2

? . For disks where the surface den-
sity scales with stellar mass (eq. [27]),$ / xmM?. Thus, Ṁmax /
x2mM

5/2
? . The timescale to reach this rate is the orbital period divided

by the disk mass. Thus, tṀmax
/ $$1M$1/2

? / x$1
m M$3/2

? .
Once oligarchs form in the outer disk, the dust production rate

declines rapidly. Stellar evolution sets the duration of this de-
cline. In massive stars, the short main-sequence lifetime halts the
evolution before the collisional cascade depletes the disk of 1Y
10 km objects. Thus, the dust production rate declines by roughly
an order of magnitude before the central star evolves off the main
sequence. For lower mass stars, the long main-sequence lifetime
allows the collisional cascade to remove some material in the
outer disk. Thus, the dust production rate declines by#2 orders of
magnitude before the central star evolves into a red giant. We
show in x 4 how the long-term evolution of the dust production
rate as a function of stellar mass produces observable differences
in the IR excesses of massive and low-mass stars.

Despite the large differences in dust production rates, there are
smaller variations in the amount of dust as a function of disk
mass and stellar mass. Figure 13 shows the time evolution of the
median mass in small grains for scaled MMSN around 1Y3 M!
stars. Once the exponential rise in dust production begins, the dust
masses rapidly evolve to similar configurations with #1026 g in

small grains. For our set of calculations, the maximum mass in
small grains is

Mmax;small " 0:026xm
M?

2 M!

- .
M%: '50(

The coefficient in this equation, 0.026 M%, is roughly twice the
mass of the Moon. The maximum mass in large particles is

Mmax; large " 1:0xm
M?

2 M!

- .
M%: '51(

The timescale to reach the maximum dust mass is a function
of the particle size. For the small grains,

tmax;small " 135x$1=2
m

M?

2 M!

- .$1

Myr: '52(

For the large grains,

tmax; large " 300x$1=2
m

M?

2 M!

- .$1

Myr: '53(

As described in x 3.1.2, the collision rate, the dynamical time-
scale, and Poynting-Robertson drag combine to produce the
shorter timescale for smaller dust grains.

3.3. Limitations of the Calculations

In previous papers, we have described limitations to multi-
annulus (Bromley & Kenyon 2006; Kenyon & Bromley 2001,
2002a, 2004b, 2005, 2006) and single annulus (Kenyon & Luu
1998,1999) coagulation calculations. Here, we review how sev-
eral of these limitations affect results for the simulations described
above.
As long as the statistical assumptions underlying the formal-

ism are met, coagulation calculations provide a reasonable repre-
sentation of real collision evolution (Wetherill 1980; Greenberg
et al. 1984; Davis et al. 1985; Barge & Pellat 1991; Spaute et al.
1991; Lissauer & Stewart 1993; Wetherill & Stewart1993; Stern
& Colwell 1997; Weidenschilling et al. 1997; Kenyon & Luu
1998; Inaba et al. 2001). For calculations at 30Y150 AU around
1Y3 M! stars, the spacing of mass bins in an annulus and the
spacing of annuli in the disk limit the accuracy of the results. Our
standard mass spacing, $ & 2, lengthens the evolution time by
10%Y20% relative to more accurate calculations with $P 1:4
(see Kenyon & Luu 1998 and references therein). The radial
resolution, !ai/ai & 0:025, also lengthens the evolution time.
Compared to calculations described in Kenyon & Bromley
(2004b) improvements in our treatment of interactions among
particles in neighboring annuli reduce lags by a factor of 2, from
#20% to#10%. Combining the lags for mass spacing and radial
resolution, our evolution timescales are#20%Y30% longer than
the actual evolution times. This lag is comparable to the disper-
sion in timescales derived from multiple calculations with iden-
tical starting conditions. Thus, improvements in resolution are
unlikely to alter our results significantly.

3.3.1. Dynamical Interactions

The coagulation algorithm begins to break down when (1) a
few large objects contain most of mass in the grid and (2) the
gravity of these objects dominates the stirring. For rP 500Y
1000 km, the largest objects contain a small fraction of the mass

Fig. 13.—Median mass in 0.001Y1 mm objects as a function of time for
scaled MMSN (xm & 1) at 30Y150 AU around 1Y3M! central stars. The legend
indicates the stellar mass inM!. For tP1Y3 Myr, icy planet formation produces
little dust. At 10Y100 Myr, the mass in small grains is #1 lunar mass for most
disks. At late times, the mass in small grains slowly declines to currently undetect-
able levels.
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in an annulus; individual dynamical interactions are much smaller
than the Fokker-Planck stirring rates. Thus, kinetic theory yields
good estimates for collisions and stirring among small objects.
As objects grow beyond#1000 km, however, both assumptions
of our statistical approach begin to fail: (1) the collisional cas-
cade removes leftover planetesimals, increasing the fraction of
mass in the largest objects and (2) individual interactions
among the largest objects in an annulus can deflect large objects
into neighboring annuli, raising collision and stirring rates sig-
nificantly. With #100Y1000 Pluto-mass objects at 30Y150 AU
(see Tables 2 and 3), interactions among the largest objects could
play a significant role in the late-time evolution of our models.

Dynamical interactions among an ensemble of Pluto-mass
planets occur when the radial spacing is!a # 2

///
3

p
rH, where rH

is the Hill radius in equation (22). For planets with mass Mp #
6 ; 1024 g andM? & 1M!, rH & 0:001a. Thus, dynamical inter-
actions among the largest objects are inevitable when nP " 50Y
100 in a region with a radial extent!a/a " 0:2 (Goldreich et al.
2004; Kenyon &Bromley 2006). Many of our calculations yield
such large numbers of Pluto-mass objects.

To save computer time, we did not calculate the typical long-
term evolution of hundreds of Plutos using our hybrid evolution
code (Bromley &Kenyon 2006). However, we can infer the out-
come from scaling the results of calculations for the formation of
the Earth at 1 AU (e.g., Chambers 2001; Bromley & Kenyon
2006; Kenyon & Bromley 2006). At 0.4Y2 AU, dynamical evo-
lution of 100Y200 lunar mass objects produces several Earth-
mass planets in 10Y30Myr. The spacing of lunar mass objects in
these calculations is#70% of the critical spacing!a # 2

///
3

p
rH,

similar to the spacing of Pluto-mass objects at late times in our
calculations at 30Y150 AU. Scaling the evolution times by the
ratio of orbital periods suggests that 100Y200 Pluto mass objects
collide to form planets with masses #0.1 M% on 1Y3 Gyr time-
scales (see also Levison & Stewart 2001; Goldreich et al. 2004).

This analysis suggests that dynamical interactions between
large numbers of Plutos at 30Y150 AU are interesting only for
low-mass stars. For 2Y3 M! stars, the main-sequence lifetimes
are shorter than the time needed for Plutos to interact, to collide,
and to grow into Mars-mass planets. For lower mass stars, sev-
eral test calculations with our hybrid code confirm that ensem-
bles of 100Y200 Plutos can grow into several Mars-mass planets
on timescales of 2Y5 Gyr.4 Although this evolution leads to
some extra stirring of leftover low-mass planetesimals, there are
only small changes in the dust production rate and the total mass
in small grains. Thus, dynamical interactions among Plutos have
little impact on our general results.

3.3.2. Fragmentation Parameters

Fragmentation is another uncertainty in our calculations. We
treat destructive collisions with an energy-scaling algorithm that
uses (1) the ratio of the center of mass collision energyQc to the
critical disruption energy Q,

d and (2) a simple power-law size
distribution to apportion ejected material into lower mass bins.
Although the energy-scaling algorithm yields a reasonable treat-
ment of collisions in coagulation calculations, the disruption
energy Q,

d sets the strength of the collisional cascade. Large Q,
d

leads to aweak cascadewith little debris; smallQ,
d allows a strong

cascade with significant debris. Because Q,
d and the size distri-

bution of the ejecta set the amount of material in small grains, we
now discuss how our choices for these input parameters affect our
results.

Detailed comparisons of various approaches suggest that the
size distribution of the ejected mass has little impact on our
results. For the large collision rates in our calculations, all meth-
ods for dividing ejected mass among lower mass bins, including
dividing the ejected mass equally among 2Y3 lower mass bins,
leads to a power-lawmass distribution with a characteristic slope
of dn/dm " $0:8 (Dohnanyi1969; Williams &Wetherill1994).
Thus, the adopted mass distribution for the ejecta is relatively
unimportant.

Kenyon & Bromley (2005) and Kenyon et al. (2008) describe
how the form of Q,

d in equation (5) impacts collisional evolution
of icy objects at 30Y150 AU. Here, we divide Q,

d into a bulk
component (the first term of eq. [5]) and a gravity component
(the second term of eq. [5]). Gravity provides nearly all of the
binding energy for large objects with rk10 km; the bulk com-
ponent of Q,

d provides most of the binding energy for small
objects with rP 1Y10 km. For icy objects with maximum sizes
rmax # 2000 km, stirring never leads to orbital motions large
enough to disrupt objects with rk10Y20 km. Thus, our choices
for the gravity component of Q,

d have little impact on our results.
Although both components of the bulk strength,Qb and "b, con-
tribute toQ,

d , quoted uncertainties in "b derived from theoretical
simulations lead to unimportant variations inQ,

d as a function of
r. Thus, we concentrate on Qb.

To quantify the impact of Qb on our results, we first consider
the evolution of the dust production rate and the amount of
material in large and small grains. During runaway growth, the
dust production rates for models with Qb - 104 ergs g$1 are
10%Y20% larger than dust production rates for models with
Qb / 105 ergs g$1. At the same time, the total mass in large and
small grains is #10 times larger for models with small Qb than
for models with largeQb. In both cases, models with the smallest
initial disk mass have the largest differences as a function of Qb.
During oligarchic growth, these differences disappear. For mod-
els with Qb & 1Y106 ergs g$1, the dispersion in dust production
rates near the time of maximum dust production is #5% or less
for all disks around 1Y3M! stars. Although the dispersion in the
total mass in large and small grains is a factor of #3 during the
early stages of oligarchic growth, the dispersion in dust masses
declines to 10% or less at late times when the dust masses reach
their maximum values (Kenyon & Bromley 2004b).

The time variation in dust production rate and total dust mass
as a function of Qb has a simple physical origin (see also Kenyon
et al. 2008). During runaway and oligarchic growth, the collision
energies of small objects scale with the mass of the largest ob-
jects in the grid (see also Goldreich et al. 2004). Thus, small ob-
jects have larger and larger collision energiesQc at later and later
evolution times. Because this feature of the evolution depends
only on gravitational stirring, it is independent of Qb. Through-
out the evolution, the mass ejected in a collision scales with
Qc/Qb (eq. [4]). Thus, calculations with smallQb eject more ma-
terial at early times compared to models with largeQb, leading to
a large dispersion in the dust production rate and total dust
masses early in the evolution. At late times, all calculations pro-
duce objects with rmax " 1500Y2000 km. These large objects
stir all leftover small planetesimals to large random velocities,
where the collision energies Qc 3Q,

d for all Qb. All collisions
then lead to copious mass loss, which eliminates the dispersion
in dust production rates and total dust masses at late times (see
also Kenyon & Bromley 2004b).

4 For ak75 AU, the escape velocity of Mars-mass planets exceeds the or-
bital velocity. Although dynamical interactions among Mars-mass objects can
produce ejections in these circumstances (Goldreich et al. 2004), damping by
leftover planetesimals limits ejections in our simulations.
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In addition to the small late-time dispersion in dust production
rates and total dust masses, our results yield negligible differences
in the late-time fractions of mass in large objects (rk 100 km) as a
function of Qb. The median radius of the largest object and the
median number of Pluto mass objects are also independent of Qb.
Thus, our analysis suggests that the fragmentation parameters have
a small impact on observable quantities. For low-mass disks at
tP 10 Myr, destructive collisions between planetesimals with
small Qb produce more dust than objects with large Qb. Al-
though these differences are probably large enough to be observ-
able, they disappear at late timeswhenplanets reach theirmaximum
sizes.

3.3.3. Treatment of Small Particles

Our algorithm for deriving the evolution of small particles
with rminP 1 m is a final uncertainty in our calculations. To fol-
low the evolution of sizes and orbits for large objects in a reason-
able amount of computer time, we do not calculate the evolution
of small particles directly. Instead, we use the known production
rate of small particles from the detailed calculation Ṁ (t), an adopted
power-law size distribution, and a simple collision algorithm to
evolve the small particle size distribution with time.

Becausewe include radiation pressure and Poynting-Robertson
drag in this simple treatment of collisional evolution, our pre-
dicted size distributions consist of three distinct pieces. For particle
sizeswhere the collisional timescale is shorter than the timescale for
Poynting-Robertson drag, n / r$0:8. For very small sizes where
radiation pressure ejects grains, we adopt n / r$0:8 for grains in a
constant velocity outflowing wind (see the Appendix). For inter-
mediate sizes, Poynting-Robertson drag can remove grains faster
than collisions replenish them. Thus, the particle number n ! 0. To
conservemass, we solve a continuity equation to derive the number
density of grains dominated by Poynting-Robertson drag.

Although our solution for the evolution of small particles is
efficient, it does not consider how fluctuations in the collision
and fragmentation rates might modify the size distribution. Campo
Bagatin et al. (1994) note that size-dependent fluctuations can
produce wavy size distributions for 0.1Y10mm particles. In their
simulations of the " Pic disk, Thébault et al. (2003) derive steady
state size distributions with substantial deficits of 0.1Y10mmpar-
ticles compared to a standard n / r$0:8 power-law (see alsoKrivov
et al. 2006; Thébault &Augereau 2007; Löhne et al. 2008). If these
deficits are typical, then our algorithm seriously overestimates
the mass in small dust grains and thus the infrared fluxes of debris
disks.

To check for this possibility, we computed several models
with a simple version of our multiannulus coagulation code. In
these tests, we extracted a complete disk model near the peak of
the collisional cascade, extended the lower end of the size distri-
bution from rmin & 1 m to 1 !m using a power law n / r$#,
and continued the calculation for #100 Myr with collisions and
Poynting-Robertson drag but without our Fokker-Planck veloc-
ity evolution. To estimate the range of errors in our simple algo-
rithm, we varied the power law exponent for the size distribution,
# " 0:6Y1, the power-law exponent for the fragmentation law,
"b " $0:5Y0, and the magnitude of the bulk strength Qb & 1Y
105 ergs g$1. For a range of disk masses around a 2M! star, this
approach provides a straightforward estimate for the accuracy of
our results for small particles.

These tests confirm that the simple collision algorithm yields
results reasonably close to more detailed coagulation calcula-
tions. Formodelswith"b " 0,Qbk103 ergs g$1, and# " 0:6Y1,
the derived size distributions are within #20% of those predicted

by the simple model for all particles with r " 0:01Y100 mm. Al-
though calculations with QbP 102 ergs g$1 yield larger devia-
tions from the simple model, these are small compared to those
quoted by Thébault & Augereau (2007). Because particles with
small "b are harder to fragment, calculations with "bP $ 0:25
tend to produce smaller departures for a power-law size distribu-
tion than those with "bk $ 0:25.
Several features of our calculations combine to minimize wavy

size distributions for small particles in disks at 30Y150 AU. Be-
cause icy planet formation is inefficient, the collisional cascade
begins when most of the initial disk mass is in 1Y10 km planet-
esimals. Fragmentation of the leftovers leads to a very large pro-
duction rate of 1 m and smaller objects. Continued fragmentation
of these objects tends to wash out wavy size distributions pro-
duced by a low-mass cutoff (Campo Bagatin et al.1994; Thébault
et al. 2003). In our Fokker-Planck treatment of velocity evolution,
leftover planetesimals are also in dynamical equilibrium with
larger protoplanets that are ‘‘safe’’ from fragmentation. Thus, the
dust production rate from the collisional cascade is well-matched
to the dynamical state of the system and tends to sustain a power-
law size distribution for the smallest objects.

3.4. Highlights of Icy Planet Formation around 1Y3 M! Stars

Starting with a disk of 1 km planetesimals, icy planet forma-
tion at 30Y150 AU follows the same path for all 1Y3 M! stars.
This evolution has six main features.

1. It takes 5Y30 Myr for runaway growth to produce an en-
semble of oligarchs with radii of 500Y1000 km. Throughout run-
away growth, oligarchs stir up the orbits of leftover planetesimals.
Collisions between leftover planetesimals producemore andmore
debris.
2. From#10Myr to the main-sequence turnoff, planets slowly

grow to a characteristic radius. For a broad range of input pa-
rameters, the maximum size of an icy planet is #1750 km at
30Y150 AU. Because the timescale for planet formation at 100Y
150 AU is similar to the main-sequence lifetime of a 1Y3 M!
star, the inner disk containsmore 1500Y2000 kmplanets than the
outer disk.
3. As planets grow slowly, a collisional cascade grinds left-

over planetesimals to dust. Early on, radiation pressure ejects the
smallest grains in an outflowing wind. Later, Poynting-Robertson
drag also removes larger grains from the disk. In our calculations,
radiation pressure removes roughly twice as much mass from the
disk as Poynting-Robertson drag. The timescale for the collisional
cascade to remove leftover planetesimals is close to the main-
sequence lifetime of the central star. Thus, the cascade removes
more material from the inner disk than from the outer disk.
4. Icy planet formation is inefficient. In our calculations, icy

planets with radii exceeding 1000 km contain P3%Y4% of the
initial mass in solid material. Objects with radii#100Y1000 km
contain #2%Y3% of the initial mass. Because short stellar life-
times limit the growth of planets in the outer disk, the mass in
large objects declines linearly with increasing distance from the
central star. Thus, the inner region of the disk contains many
more Pluto-mass objects than the outer region.
5. The dust produced by the collisional cascade is observable.

For disks around 1Y3M! stars, the maximummass in small dust
grains with radii of 1 !m to 1 mm is #1Y2 lunar masses. This
mass is comparable to the masses derived for the most luminous
debris disks around A-type and G-type stars. The time evolution
of the dust production rate and the mass in small dust grains
suggest the dust luminosity declines with time.
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6. Dusty debris is a signature of the formation of a planetary
system. This debris is present throughout the lifetime of the cen-
tral star.

4. DEBRIS DISK EVOLUTION

To convert our derived size distributions into observable quan-
tities, we perform a radiative transfer calculation. For each evolu-
tion time t, we derive the luminosity L? and effective temperature
T? of the central star from theY 2 stellar evolutionmodels (Demarque
et al. 2004). We then compute the optical depth *(a) of each an-
nulus in our model grid. The optical depth allows us to derive the
fraction of the stellar luminosity L? absorbed by each annulus.
For each grain size in each annulus, we derive an equilibrium
grain temperature T (r; a) and an emitted spectrum. Summing the
emitted spectra over r and a yields the predicted spectral energy
distribution (SED) and the total dust luminosity Ld as a function
of time. The Appendix describes this calculation in more detail
(see also Kenyon & Bromley 2004b).

In our calculation of observable quantities, the most important
input parameters are the smallest stable grain size r2 (also known
as the ‘‘blowout’’ radius; see Backman & Paresce1993) and the
slope q of the emissivity law for small grains. Although several
estimates for the minimum grain size suggest r2 " 0:5Y2M 3

? !m
for 1Y3 M! stars (e.g., Burns et al. 1979; Artymowicz 1988;
Backman & Paresce 1993; Kimura et al. 2002), the coefficient
and the scaling relation are sensitive to the composition, internal
structure, and radiative properties of the grains. Because obser-
vations allow few tests of this relation, we adopt r2 & 1 !m for
all stars. If more luminous stars have larger r2, our calculations
overestimate the optical depth in small grains. Thus, we overes-
timate the mid-infrared and submillimeter excesses. For the
emissivity, submillimeter data suggest q " 0:6Y1 from a handful
of debris disks (Najita & Williams 2005; Williams & Andrews
2006). To provide some balance for our likely underestimate of

r2, we adopt q & 1. Grains with smaller q emit more efficiently at
longer wavelengths; our models then underestimate mid-IR and
submillimeter excesses.

To describe the evolution of observable quantities with time,
we focus on the dust luminosity Ld and the excesses at IR and
submillimeter wavelengths. The fractional dust luminosity Ld/L?
provides a clear measure of the relative luminosity of the debris
disk. For excesses at specific wavelengths, we quote the total
emission of the disk and the central star relative to the emission
from the stellar photosphere, Fk/Fk;0. With this definition, disks
that produce no excess have Fk/Fk;0 & 1; disks where the excess
emission is comparable to the emission from the central star have
Fk/Fk;0 & 2.

We begin this section with a discussion of excess emission for
1M! stars. After discussing results for 1.5Y3M! stars, we con-
clude this section with a brief summary. To facilitate compar-
isons of our results with observations, Tables 4Y8 list results for
the fractional dust luminosity and excesses at 24Y850 !m. The
print version lists the first five lines of results for xm & 1/3, 1, and
3. The electronic version includes all results for these xm.

4.1. Evolution for 1 M! Stars

Figure 14 shows the evolution of the fractional dust luminos-
ity Ld /L? for disks surrounding a 1 M! star. Early in the evolu-
tion, collisions produce mergers instead of debris. For an ensemble
of growing planetesimals, the surface area per unit mass (and hence
the opacity) decreases with time. Thus, Ld/L? declines with time.
Less massive disks have smaller dust masses and smaller dust
luminosities. As oligarchic growth begins, the dust luminosity
rises rapidly and reaches a peak Ld /L? " 2 ; 10$3 in 30Y100Myr.
More massive disks reach larger peak luminosities earlier than less
massive disks. At late times, all disks converge to the same dust
luminosity, Ld/L? " 10$4 at #10 Gyr.

Despite their small fractional dust luminosities, these disks pro-
duce large excesses at 70 !m (Fig. 15, left). For massive disks

TABLE 4

Predicted Excesses for Disks around 1 M! Stars

log t

(yr) log Ld /L? log F24 /F24,0 log F70 /F70,0 log F160 /F160,0 log F850 /F850,0

xm = 0.33

5.05....................... $4.57 0.000 0.053 0.145 0.090

5.15....................... $4.57 0.000 0.053 0.145 0.090
5.25....................... $4.63 0.000 0.047 0.131 0.082

5.35....................... $4.65 0.000 0.045 0.127 0.080

5.45....................... $4.67 0.000 0.043 0.123 0.077

xm = 1.0

5.05....................... $4.18 0.000 0.096 0.255 0.172

5.15....................... $4.18 0.000 0.096 0.255 0.172
5.25....................... $4.29 0.000 0.090 0.243 0.164

5.35....................... $4.31 0.000 0.088 0.238 0.161

5.45....................... $4.33 0.000 0.086 0.233 0.158

xm = 3.0

5.05....................... $4.02 0.000 0.162 0.464 0.357
5.15....................... $4.06 0.000 0.150 0.410 0.307

5.25....................... $4.10 0.000 0.138 0.355 0.257

5.35....................... $4.12 0.000 0.133 0.354 0.248
5.45....................... $4.14 0.000 0.127 0.332 0.238

Note.—Table 4 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is
shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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with xm & 2Y3, the 70 !m excess rises from F70/F70;0 # 2Y3 at
3 Myr to F70/F70;0 # 30Y50 at 30 Myr. Lower mass disks with
xm & 1/3 to 1/2 produce smaller peak excesses at later times,
F70/F70;0 # 10 at #100 Myr. For all disk masses, the 70 !m ex-
cess is close to its maximum value for a short period when
planet formation peaks in the inner disk. The excess then de-

clines with time. The rapid decline leads to modest excesses
at late times, F70/F70;0 # 3Y5 at #1 Gyr and F70/F70;0 # 2 at
#3Y10 Gyr.
The large excesses at 70!mare a simple consequence of black-

body radiation from small grains at 30Y50AU around a solar-type
star. With typical temperatures#40Y60 K, these grains emit most

TABLE 5

Predicted Excesses for Disks around 1.5 M! Stars

log t

(yr) log Ld /L? log F24 /F24,0 log F70 /F70,0 log F160 /F160,0 log F850 /F850,0

xm = 0.33

5.05....................... $4.40 0.001 0.100 0.202 0.110

5.15....................... $4.45 0.001 0.090 0.184 0.099
5.25....................... $4.51 0.001 0.078 0.163 0.088

5.35....................... $4.52 0.001 0.074 0.157 0.085

5.45....................... $4.53 0.001 0.070 0.151 0.082

xm = 1.0

5.05....................... $4.01 0.001 0.162 0.321 0.188

5.15....................... $4.19 0.001 0.148 0.299 0.178
5.25....................... $4.22 0.001 0.140 0.287 0.170

5.35....................... $4.24 0.001 0.133 0.275 0.163

5.45....................... $4.24 0.001 0.128 0.266 0.157

xm = 3.0

5.05....................... $3.73 0.002 0.206 0.406 0.261
5.15....................... $4.01 0.002 0.199 0.394 0.251

5.25....................... $4.04 0.002 0.192 0.382 0.242

5.35....................... $4.05 0.002 0.181 0.361 0.227
5.45....................... $4.08 0.002 0.167 0.339 0.211

Note.—Table 5 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is
shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.

TABLE 6

Predicted Excesses for Disks around 2.0 M! Stars

log t
(yr) log Ld /L? log F24 /F24,0 log F70 /F70,0 log F160 /F160,0 log F850 /F850,0

xm = 0.33

5.05....................... $4.28 0.002 0.128 0.215 0.109

5.15....................... $4.34 0.002 0.118 0.201 0.102

5.25....................... $4.41 0.002 0.108 0.191 0.096
5.35....................... $4.43 0.002 0.103 0.183 0.092

5.45....................... $4.46 0.002 0.098 0.175 0.087

xm = 1.0

5.05....................... $3.89 0.003 0.195 0.334 0.185

5.15....................... $4.00 0.003 0.186 0.320 0.177
5.25....................... $4.11 0.003 0.177 0.309 0.170

5.35....................... $4.16 0.003 0.175 0.307 0.168

5.45....................... $4.18 0.003 0.161 0.286 0.156

xm = 3.0

5.05....................... $3.71 0.005 0.248 0.421 0.250
5.15....................... $3.98 0.005 0.239 0.409 0.240

5.25....................... $4.02 0.004 0.227 0.389 0.226

5.35....................... $4.02 0.004 0.207 0.358 0.205

5.45....................... $4.07 0.004 0.192 0.333 0.188

Note.—Table 6 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is
shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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of their radiation at#50Y70 !m. The peak flux from a blackbody
grain at temperature T isFk;max / T5 (Allen1976, p. 197). Setting
the total disk luminosity Ld / T 4 yields Fk;max / LdT . At this
wavelength, the stellar flux follows a Rayleigh-Jeans law, Fk /
T?k$4. Combining these relations and including a correction

factor for inefficient radiation from small grains yields a simple
relation for the 70 !m flux from the disk and central star,

F70=F70;0 " 1) 10
Ld=L?
10$3

- .
: '54(

TABLE 7

Predicted Excesses for Disks around 2.5 M! Stars

log t

(yr) log Ld /L? log F24 /F24,0 log F70/F70,0 log F160 /F160,0 log F850 /F850,0

xm = 0.33

5.05....................... $4.18 0.004 0.170 0.259 0.120

5.15....................... $4.22 0.004 0.153 0.233 0.108
5.25....................... $4.34 0.004 0.137 0.207 0.096

5.35....................... $4.36 0.004 0.130 0.197 0.093

5.45....................... $4.38 0.004 0.123 0.188 0.086

xm = 1.0

5.05....................... $3.97 0.008 0.237 0.352 0.181

5.15....................... $4.08 0.007 0.219 0.329 0.168
5.25....................... $4.09 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

5.35....................... $4.14 0.006 0.201 0.306 0.154

5.45....................... $4.14 0.005 0.187 0.287 0.144

xm = 3.0

5.05....................... $3.83 0.010 0.285 0.424 0.230
5.15....................... $3.95 0.009 0.270 0.403 0.217

5.25....................... $3.98 0.009 0.258 0.387 0.206

5.35....................... $4.03 0.009 0.248 0.372 0.197
5.45....................... $3.48 0.087 0.749 0.887 0.558

Note.—Table 7 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is
shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.

TABLE 8

Predicted Excesses for Disks around 3.0 M! Stars

log t
(yr) log L d /L? log F24 /F24,0 log F70 /F70,0 log F160 /F160,0 log F850 /F850,0

xm = 0.33

5.05....................... $4.08 0.011 0.173 0.229 0.099

5.15....................... $4.11 0.010 0.164 0.213 0.091

5.25....................... $4.14 0.009 0.152 0.198 0.083
5.35....................... $4.16 0.008 0.140 0.183 0.076

5.45....................... $4.19 0.007 0.134 0.174 0.072

xm = 1.0

5.05....................... $3.96 0.015 0.254 0.326 0.150

5.15....................... $4.01 0.014 0.239 0.310 0.142
5.25....................... $4.04 0.013 0.227 0.297 0.135

5.35....................... $4.07 0.012 0.216 0.282 0.127

5.45....................... $4.10 0.011 0.204 0.269 0.120

xm = 3.0

5.05....................... $3.83 0.020 0.318 0.410 0.199
5.15....................... $3.88 0.019 0.301 0.390 0.189

5.25....................... $3.92 0.030 0.321 0.389 0.187

5.35....................... $3.38 0.113 0.661 0.740 0.416

5.45....................... $3.01 0.226 0.934 0.987 0.592

Note.—Table 8 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is
shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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For the luminosities in Figure 14, this relation accounts for the
70 !m excesses in Figure 15 at all times.

At longer wavelengths, the disks in our calculations achieve
larger peak excesses and stay close to the peak excess for longer
periods of time (Fig. 15, right). Disks reach their peak excesses
at 850 !m on timescales similar to those at 70 !m,#30 Myr for
disks with xm & 2Y3 and#100Myr for disks with xm & 1/3. The
fractional excesses at 850 !m are a factor of #2 larger than the
excesses at 70 !m. Because the emitting region evolves more
slowly, these disks are luminous for#1 Gyr and then decline with
time. Despite the rapid decline, the excesses are significant at late
times, with F850/F850;0 # 3Y10 at #3Y10 Gyr.

The time variation of infrared (IR) excess also depends on the
outer radius of the disk. For solar-mass stars, grains at 30Y50AU
in the inner disk produce most of the flux at 50Y100 !m. Thus,
disks with outer radii of 70 and 150 AU produce similar 70 !m
excesses for tP 30 Myr (Fig. 16, left). Once the smaller disk
reaches peak emission, the 70 !m excess begins a dramatic de-
cline. The larger diskmaintains the peak excess for#30Myr and

then declinesmore slowlywith time. For tk 100Myr, the smaller
disk is a factor of 2Y3 fainter at 70 !m than the larger disk.
The evolution of disks with different sizes is more dramatic at

850 !m (Fig. 16, right). For typical grain temperatures#20Y60 K,
longwavelength emission from the disk follows theRayleigh-Jeans
tail of a set of blackbodies. The radiation from each disk annulus
is then/a2T . Because the outer disk produces more long wave-
length emission than the inner disk, the 850 !m excess scales
with the outer disk radius. For tk 1 Gyr, we derive F850/F850;0 /
an
out , where aout is the outer radius of the disk and n " 3Y4. Thus,

doubling the outer disk radius increases the predicted 850 !m
excess by a factor of #10 at late times.

4.2. Evolution for 1.5Y3 M! Stars

Several factors change the evolution of the dust luminosity and
the IR/submillimeter excesses in stars more massive than 1 M!.
Moremassive stars are hotter; for theY 2 stellar evolution isochrones
T? / M? (Demarque et al. 2004). Thus, grains in the inner disks
around massive stars are warmer, emit more short wavelength
radiation, and produce bluer colors than disks around less mas-
sive stars. More massive stars also evolve faster, tms / M$3

? . Be-
cause the evolutionary timescales for solids in the disk are much
less sensitive to stellar mass, t / M$1

? , massive stars have more
dust at the end of their main-sequence lifetime than low-mass
stars (e.g., Fig. 13). Thus, these systems have relatively large IR
excesses when their central stars evolve off the main-sequence.
To compare the evolution of dust emission in debris disks

around 1Y3 M! stars, we begin with the evolution of the dust
luminosity (Fig. 17). Planets grow faster around more massive
stars; thus, the dust luminosity rises earlier for more massive
stars. Once the collisional cascade begins, the timescale to reach
the peak luminosity depends only on the initial disk mass and the
stellar mass,

td;max " 25x$2=3
m

2 M!

M?

- .
Myr: '55(

This timescale is similar to the timescale required to produce the
first Pluto-mass object in the inner disk (eq. [41]). The peak lu-
minosity depends only on the initial disk mass

Ld;max=L? " 2 ; 10$3xm: '56(

Fig. 14.—Time evolution of the median Ld /L? (dust luminosity relative to the
luminosity of the central star) for disks surrounding a 1 M! star. The legend in-
dicates the disk mass in units of the MMSN. More massive disks reach larger
peak dust luminosities earlier than less massive disks. The typical peak dust lu-
minosity is comparable to the dust luminosity of the most luminous debris disks
associated with solar-type stars.

Fig. 15.—Same as Fig. 14, but for the median 70 !m excess (left) and the median 850 !m excess (right). At both wavelengths, dust emission begins to increase at 5Y10Myr.
Peak dust emission occurs at 30Y100Myr (70 !m) and 100Y300Myr (850!m).When the central star evolves off the main sequence, the typical excess at 70 !m (850!m)
is #2Y3 (3Y10) times the flux from the central star.
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The luminosity remains close to the peak for #10Y30 Myr and
then declines with time.

Stellar evolution has a clear impact on the evolution of the
dust luminosity. For 1M! stars, the dust luminosity declines by a
factor of #20 before the star evolves off the main-sequence
(Fig. 14). For 3 M! stars, the typical decline in Ld/L? is only a
factor of #4. Because debris disks have roughly the same peak
luminosities, an ensemble of debris disks around middle-aged
low-mass stars should be systematically less luminous than disks
around middle-aged high-mass stars.

Stellar physics also produces dramatic differences in the beha-
vior of the 24 !m excess with stellar mass (Fig. 18, bottom left).
At 30Y50 AU, the grain temperatures range from#40Y60 K for
1M! stars to#80Y120 K for 3M! stars. For these temperatures,
radiation at 24 !m is on theWien side of the blackbody peak and
thus varies exponentially with temperature. Our calculations for
1 M! stars produce very little 24 !m radiation from material at
30Y150 AU. However, the peak 24!mexcesses reachF24/F24;0 #
20 for disks around 3M! stars. For all 1Y3M! stars, our results
yield

log F24;max=F24;0 " 0:74 M? $ 1 M!' (
) 0:27 M?=M!' ( log xm: '57(

This maximum flux occurs at roughly the same time as the peak
dust luminosity.

At longer wavelengths, the excesses are less sensitive to stel-
lar mass. Radiation at 70 !m is at the blackbody peak for grains
in the inner disk. Thus, the inner disk produces most of the 70 !m
excess. The peak excess is then independent of the stellar lumi-
nosity and depends only on the total disk mass (Fig. 18, top left),

F70;max=F70;0 " 55x0:90m

M?

2 M!

- .
: '58(

For grains at 30Y150 AU, radiation at longer wavelengths is on
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the blackbody. Thus, observations at
160Y850 !m probe material throughout the disk. At 160 !m,
extra emission from hotter grains in disks around more massive
stars is balanced by more flux from the hotter central star. Thus,
the excess is independent of stellar mass and depends only on xm
(Fig. 18, top right),

F160;max=F160;0 " 65x0:90m : '59(

At 850 !m, grains in disks around 1 M! stars are closer to their
blackbody peaks than grains in disks around more massive stars.

Fig. 16.—Variation of dust excess with disk size. Left: Time evolution of the median 70 !m excess for MMSN disks with outer radii of 70 AU (dashed line) and 150 AU
(solid line). At late times, smaller disks produce smaller IR excesses. Right: Same as in left, but for the median 850 !m excess.

Fig. 17.—Time evolution of themedian Ld /L? forMMSNdisks surrounding 2M! stars (left) and 3M! stars (right). The legend indicates the initial diskmass in units of
the scaled MMSN. The typical maximum dust luminosity, Ld /L? # 10$3 is comparable to the dust luminosity of the brightest debris disks around A-type stars.
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Thus, the 850 !m excesses are larger for 1M! stars (Fig. 18, top
right),

F850;max=F850;0 "
40x0:9m ; M? & 1 M!;

25x0:9m ; M? & 1:5Y3:0 M!;

(
'60(

At 70Y850!m, the time of peak excess is similar to themaximum
in the dust luminosity. Thus, all excesses at 24Y850 !m peak at
#20Y30 Myr for 1Y3 M! stars.

Following the peak in the excess at 20Y30Myr, the relative disk
luminosity and the excesses at 24Y850!mdecreasemonotonically
with time. For this evolution, simple debris disk models predict a
power law decline, Ld /L? / t$n with n " 1Y2 (e.g., Dominik &
Decin 2003;Wyatt et al. 2007a, 2007b). To compare our results for
tk td;max with these predictions, we adopt

fd 0 Ld=L? / t$nd '61(

and

fk 0 Fk=Fk;0 / t$nk '62(

and derive the power-law exponents nd & d log fd /d log t and
nk & d log fk/d log t from all of our calculations as a function of
disk mass, stellar mass, and time.

Throughout the evolution of all our debris disk models, nd
changes continuously with time. For tk td;max, collisions and ra-
diation pressure dominate the removal of small grains. As col-
lision rates slowly decline with time, the exponent increases
slowly from nd " 0 to nd " 1. When the central star approaches
the end of its main-sequence lifetime, Poynting-Robertson drag
starts to dominate collisions. The disk luminosity then decreases
rapidly; nd increases from #1 to #2. Because most systems
are collisionally dominated, our calculations yield a typical
nd " 0:6Y0:8.
For k " 24Y850 !m, the exponents nk follow the evolution of

nd . Because collision rates are larger in the warmer, inner disk than
in the colder outer disk, nk increases slowlywith k. Thus, the typical
n24 " 0:6Y0:8 is smaller than the typical n850 " 0:8Y1:0.
The exponents nd and nk are somewhat sensitive to the disk

mass and the stellar mass. At fixed stellar mass, more massive
disks evolve faster. Thus, nd changes faster for more massive
disks and is larger at the main-sequence turnoff. For fixed disk
mass, lower mass stars live longer and have more time to reach
the Poynting-Robertson drag-dominated regime. Our results sug-
gest a 0.1Y0.2 range in nd and nk for a factor of 10 range in xm and
a factor of 3 range in stellar mass.
In addition to excesses at specific wavelengths, the evolution

of color excesses yield interesting trendswith stellar mass and time.
Because the 24!mexcess is sensitive to stellar mass, the [24]Y[70]
color cleanly distinguishes debris disks around stars of different
masses (Fig. 19). For 2Y3 M! stars, [24]Y[70] rises rapidly to

Fig. 18.—Time evolution of median IR excesses forMMSNdisks around 1Y3M! stars. The legend in the bottom left panel indicates the stellarmass in solar masses for
each curve in all panels. Bottom left: 24 !m excess. Top left: 70 !m excess. Top right: 160 !m excess. Bottom right: 850 !m excess. At 24 !m, the peak excess increases
dramatically with the temperature of the central star. Thus, hotter stars produce much larger 24 !m excesses. At longer wavelengths, the magnitude of the excess is
correlated with the mass of the central star. Roughly independent of stellar mass, the magnitude of the excess at 24Y850 !m peaks at 10Y30 Myr as observed in debris
disks around A-type stars (Currie et al. 2008a). At late times, the 160Y850 !m excesses for all stars are #3Y5 times the flux from the stellar photosphere.
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*24+Y*70+ " 1Y2 at#1Myr and then rises slowly throughout the
main-sequence lifetime of the central star. For 1Y1.5 M! stars,
the color rises later, reaches *24+Y*70+ " 3Y4 at 30Y100 Myr,
and then declines slowly.

For disks at 30Y150AU, the variation of [24]Y[70]withM? de-
pends solely on the properties of the central star. Because more
massive stars are hotter, their disks are warmer.Warmer disks pro-
duce bluer colors. Thus, the peak [24]Y[70] scales with M?.

The mass-dependent color evolution of debris disks at 30Y
150 AU suggests that color-color diagrams can discriminatemasses
of the central star. In Figure 20 color-color tracks for scaled
MMSN around 1.5 M! stars are clearly distinct from tracks for
scaled MMSN around 2 and 3M! stars. In Figure 21 tracks for a
range of disks around 2 M! stars define a triangle-shaped locus
distinct from the tracks for 1.5 and 3 M! stars.

To establish a triangular debris disk locus for each stellar mass,
we define two vectors. Adopting a vertex, x0; y0, the upper bound-

ary of the locus is a vector connecting the vertex with an upper
point, xu; yu. The lower boundary is a second vector connecting
the vertex with a lower point, xl; yl. Table 9 lists our results for the
vertex and the upper/lower points as a function of stellar mass. For
each stellar mass, colors for debris disks at 30Y150 AU lie within
the area defined by the two vectors. More massive disks produce
redder colors. Within each locus, the initial disk mass scales with
distance from the vertex.

When dust inside #30 AU produces a small IR excess, this
color-color diagram provides a useful discriminant of stellar
mass. For disks at 30Y150 AU around 1Y3M! stars, the typical
[5.8]Y[8] color is small, with *5:8+Y*8+P0:1 at all times. Pre-
dicted colors for terrestrial debris disks aremuch larger. For 3M!
(1.5 M!) stars, we predict maximum colors *5:8+Y*8+ # 0:5Y1
(0.2Y0.5; e.g., Kenyon & Bromley 2004a, 2005). Thus, mid-IR
color-color diagrams are useful diagnostics of the outer disk for
*5:8+Y*8+P 0:1.

4.3. Summary

Planet formation and stellar evolution combine to produce sev-
eral robust trends in the time evolution of the dust luminosity and
IR/submillimeter excesses from debris disks around 1Y3 M!
stars.

For scaledMMSNs, the maximum dust luminosity is Ld;max #
2 ; 10$3. For an ensemble of debris disks, the range in the peak
dust luminosity scales with the initial mass of solid material in
the disk. The dust luminosity reaches this peak at roughly the time
when the first Pluto-mass objects form at 30Y50 AU. Following
this peak, the luminosity declines as t$nd with nd " 0:6Y0:8. Be-
cause lower mass stars have longer main-sequence lifetimes, debris

Fig. 19.—Time evolution of the median [24]Y[70] color as a function of time
for 1.5M! (dashed line), 2.0 M! (solid line), and 3.0 M! (triple dot-dashed line)
stars. Debris disks around lower mass stars have redder [24]Y[70] colors than disks
around more massive stars. For massive stars (k2 M!), the [24]Y[70] color in-
creases slowly throughout the main-sequence lifetime and then declines just before
the central star evolves off the main sequence. For lower mass stars, the [24]Y[70]
color reaches a broad maximum at 300 Myr to 1 Gyr and then declines.

Fig. 20.—Evolution of debris disks with xm & 1 in color-color space. For icy
planet formation at 30Y150 AU, debris disks around massive stars are hotter than
debris disks around less massive stars. Thus, debris disks around stars of different
masses occupy specific regions of the [8]Y[24] vs. [24]Y[70] color-color diagram.

Fig. 21.—Same as Fig. 20, but for disks with different initial masses around
2M! stars. Boxes: xm & 1/3; filled circles: xm & 1; diamonds: xm & 3. Although
more massive disks have redder [8]Y[24] and [24]Y[70], the shape of the color-
color track is independent of mass. Thus, the color-color diagram isolates stars of
different masses.

TABLE 9

Debris Disk Loci in Color-Color Space

M? (M!) x0, y0 xu, yu xl , yl

1.0..................................... 0.00, 0.0 4.0, 0.1 5.00, 0.00
1.5..................................... 1.50, 0.0 4.0, 1.5 4.50, 0.25

2.0..................................... 1.25, 0.0 2.5, 2.5 3.50, 0.50

2.5..................................... 1.00, 0.0 2.0, 4.0 3.00, 1.00

3.0..................................... 1.00, 0.0 1.5, 5.0 2.25, 1.75
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disks around lower mass stars reach smaller fractional dust lumi-
nosities at late times.

The IR/submillimeter excesses from debris disks at 30Y150 AU
are sensitive to the mass of the central star. At 24 !m, disks around
more massive stars produce larger excesses; disks around stars
withM?P 1M! produce negligible excesses at 24!m.At 70!m,
the excess is a simple function of the total dust luminosity, F70/
F70;0 " 1) 104Ld /L?. At 850 !m, debris disks around 1M! stars
produce larger peak excesses than disks around more massive
stars. At late times, however, the typical 850 !m excess is fairly
independent of stellar mass, withF850/F850;0 " 3Y5 for stars with
ages t # tms.

Among stars with different masses, mid-IR colors provide a
sensitive discriminant of debris disk evolution when the [5.8]Y[8]
color is small (Figs.19Y21). For 2Y3M! stars, [24]Y[70] slowly
becomes redder with the age of the central star; for 1Y1.5M! stars,
[24]Y[70] rises more rapidly, remains at peak color for 300 Myr
to 1 Gyr, and then declines rapidly with time. For all stars, [8]Y
[24] and [24]Y[70] correlate with stellar mass. Debris disks
around 2Y3 M! (1Y2 M!) stars have redder (bluer) [8]Y[24]
colors and bluer (redder) [24]Y[70] colors. Thus, an [8]Y[24] vs.
[24]Y[70] color-color diagram provides a way to analyze debris
disks around stars with different masses (Table 9).

5. APPLICATIONS

To test whether our predictions provide a reasonable match to
observations, we now consider several applications of our mod-
els to real systems. For these calculations, the broad trends in the
evolution of IR excesses and colors are sensitive to the physics
of planet formation and the collisional cascade. Thus, our main
goal is to compare our results with observed trends of excesses
and colors for large samples of main-sequence stars observedwith
the IRAS, ISO, and Spitzer satellites. In addition to long-term trends,
the absolute level of the excesses depends on r2 and q. Thus, our
second goal is to learn whether our assumptions yield mid-IR
and submillimeter excesses similar to those observed.

We begin with an analysis of Spitzer data for the prototypical
debris disk, Vega. After demonstrating that our models can ex-
plain the mid-IR fluxes and morphology of Spitzer images for
this system, we show that our predictions provide a good match
to observations of mid-IR excesses for a sample of A-type stars
(Rieke et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006) and a sample of solar-type
stars (Beichman et al. 2006; Hillenbrand et al. 2008).

5.1. The Vega Disk

Observations of Vega with IRAS first revealed a large excess
of emission above theA-type photosphere forwavelengths exceed-

ing 12!m(Aumann et al.1984). The best-fitting single temperature
blackbody to the IRAS data yields a temperature of #85 K, a
fractional luminosity of #2:5 ; 10$5 relative to the central star,
and a radius of #150Y200AU for the emittingmaterial. Because
the lifetime for small grains at 150Y200 AU is much shorter than
the age of Vega, Aumann et al. (1984) concluded that the grains
have sizes larger than 1 mm. Thus, Vega provided the first direct
evidence for grain growth outside the solar system.
Since the Aumann et al. (1984) discovery, Vega has become

the prototypical debris disk (e.g., Backman & Paresce 1993;
Artymowicz1997; Lagrange et al. 2000). The debris consists of
a bright torus with small-scale clumps at 80Y1000 AU from the
central star (Holland et al.1998; Wilner et al. 2002; Wyatt 2003;
Liu et al. 2004b; Su et al. 2005) and a smaller disk of debris at
#1 AU from the central star (Absil et al. 2006). Dust in the small
disk is hot (#1500 K), luminous (Ld /L? # 5 ; 10$4), and mostly
confined to a narrow ring with a diameter of #0.5Y1 AU (Absil
et al. 2006). This dust might be a result of collisions between
larger objects at 1 AU or grains lost from icy comets at 80Y100
AU in the outer disk.
Recently, Su et al. (2005) analyzed high-quality Spitzer im-

ages at 24, 70, and 160 !m. Their results demonstrate that the
large-scale debris consists of a bright ring at 80Y200 AU and a
smooth ‘‘halo’’ that extends to #1000 AU at 160 !m. The halo
has an a$2 radial density profile, consistent with a wind of small
grains ejected by radiation pressure. Fits to the radial surface
brightness profiles and the spectral energy distribution suggest
the grains in the wind have sizes of 1Y50 !m and a total mass of
Md;1$50 # 3 ; 10$3 M%. The grains in the bright ring are larger,
with typical sizes of #240 !m, and have a total mass of Md;240 #
2 ; 10$3 M% (see alsoMarsh et al. 2006). For an adopted residence
time of #103 yr in the wind, the mass in small grains implies that
larger grains in the ring produce smaller dust particles at a rate of
#1015 g s$1.
To check whether our model predictions can match the MIPS

data for Vega, we make a simple comparison with median results
from several calculations. In addition to the observed fluxes at
24, 70, 160, and 850 !m (Su et al. 2005), we adopt published val-
ues for the age (200 Myr; Su et al. 2006), luminosity (37 L!;
Aufdenberg et al. 2006), and mass (2.3 M!; Aufdenberg et al.
2006) of the central star. Su et al. (2005) separate the observed
fluxes into contributions from the debris disk and the central star.
The first row of Table 10 lists these results, along with their de-
rived values for the mass in 1Y50 !m dust grains and the dust
production rate. The rest of Table 10 lists predictions for four of
our debris disk models around 2Y2.5 M! stars.
The comparison in Table 10 suggests a reasonable match to

the data. Predictions for the total mass in 1Y50 !m dust grains

TABLE 10

Vega Debris Disk Model

Source F24,? F70,? F160,? F850,? F24,disk F70,disk F160,disk F850,disk Md,1Y50 Ṁ

Vega.................................... 7.2 0.8 0.16 0.006 1.5 7.0 4.0 0.091 3.0 30a

Model 1b ............................ 7.2 0.8 0.16 0.006 4.2 10.0 3.0 0.05 0.9 0.2

Model 2c ............................ 7.2 0.8 0.16 0.006 7.2 23.0 8.0 0.11 3.8 0.6

Model 3d ............................ 7.2 0.8 0.16 0.006 10.9 15.0 4.0 0.05 2.4 0.3
Model 4e ............................ 7.2 0.8 0.16 0.006 15.5 23.0 5.0 0.07 4.8 0.8

Note.—Fluxes (F ) are in janskys; dust mass in 1Y50 !m particles (Md,1Y50) is in units of 10$3 M%; dust production rate (Ṁ ) is in units of 1021 g yr$1.
a Dust production rate from Su et al. (2005). Our analysis suggests a smaller dust production rate, Ṁ k0:3 ; 1021 g yr$1.
b Debris disk model with M? & 2 M! , xm & 1/3, t & 200 Myr.
c Same as footnote (b), but for M? & 2 M! , xm & 1, t & 200 Myr.
d Same as footnote (b), but for M? & 2:5 M! , xm & 1/2, t & 200 Myr.
e Same as footnote (b), but for M? & 2:5 M! , xm & 1, t & 200 Myr.
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and the fluxes at 160 !mand at 850 !mbracket the observed val-
ues. Our models also predict a bright ring in the 70Y160 !m dust
emission at 80Y130 AU, close to the observed position of the
bright ring inferred from Spitzer images (85Y200 AU; Su et al.
2005). The mass of 0.1Y1 mm particles in this ring, #(3Y5) ;
10$3 M%, also agrees with the mass in 240 !m grains derived
from the Spitzer data. However, our models overpredict the fluxes
at 24 !m and at 70 !m by a factor of 2Y10 and underpredict the
dust production rate by a similar factor.

To understand possible origins for the mismatches between the
data and the models, we consider the evolution of small grains in
our calculations.When the collisional cascade starts removing mate-
rial from the disk, the most destructive collisions involve grains with
comparable masses. These collisions gradually erode the parent ob-
jects and produce modest amounts of debris in smaller particles.
Because (1) the collision timescale is much shorter than the time-
scale for Poynting-Robertson drag and (2) the ratio of the radi-
ation force to the gravitational force is "rad 0 Frad/Fgrav / r$1,
erosion continues until particles reach a size r2, where"radk 0:5Y1
(Burns et al.1979). Particles with rP r2 are ejected. For simplicity,
we assume r2 " 1 !m for all of our calculations.

In this picture for the collisional cascade, the Su et al. (2005)
results provide a simple solution for the overprediction of the
24Y70 !m fluxes in our calculations. If grains with r2 31 !m
are in the wind, our ‘‘Vega models’’ underestimate the mass in
the wind and overestimate the mass left behind in the disk. More
mass at larger distances from the central star lowers the optical
depth in the inner disk, reducing the predicted fluxes at short
wavelengths. Thus, increasing our adopted r2 for Vega models
should provide a better match between observed and predicted
fluxes at 24 !m and at 70 !m. For an adopted L? & 60 L!,
Backman & Paresce (1993) estimated r2 & 14 !m. Scaling this
result for our adopted L? & 37 L!, r2 " 8:5 !m. Several test cal-
culations with r2 & 10 !m yield predicted 24 and 70 !m fluxes
close to the observed values.

Reconciling the estimated dust production rate with our pre-
dictions requires a more rigorous analysis of dust production and
ejection in the Vega debris disk. To derive the dust production
rate, Su et al. (2005) assume that (1) the 240!mgrains in the bright
ring are bound, with "rad # 0 and residence times3103 yr, and
(2) the 1Y50 !m grains in the wind are unbound, with "rad / 1
and residence times #103 yr. If the collisional cascade proceeds
as a gradual erosion of larger objects into smaller objects; how-
ever, we expect a more gradual transition from grains with "rad # 0
to grains with "rad # 1 (see also Burns et al. 1979; Artymowicz
1988). Allowing the residence time to change gradually from the
bound 240 !mgrains to the unbound 1!mgrains provides a way
to lower the apparent dust production rate and to resolve the mis-
match between our models and the observations.

To provide an alternate estimate for the residence time of grains
in theVega disk, we consider the collision times in the ring and the
wind. We adopt the dust masses derived from the Spitzer images
(Md;1Y50 and Md;240) and a typical particle size hri. For a ring at
a # 150 AU with a width !a # 50 AU, the collision time for a
single grain is

tc # 102P
hri

10 !m

- .
; '63(

where P is the local orbital period in yr (Lissauer1987;Wetherill
& Stewart 1993; Kenyon & Luu 1998). Collision times in the
wind are similar. For P # 103 yr at 150 AU, the collision times
range from#104 yr for 1 !mgrains to 2Y3' ( ; 106 yr for 240 !m
grains.

If we assume that the residence times are comparable to the
collision times, we can construct a self-consistent picture for the
collisional cascade in the Vega disk. Collisions in the bright ring
gradually erode 200Y300!mgrains until they reach sizesP100!m,
when they become incorporated into the wind. Collisions in the
wind gradually erode the smaller grains until they reach sizes
#1 !m, when they are ejected rapidly from the system.

As long as the 200Y300 !m grains are replenished from a res-
ervoir of larger grains, this cascade can remain in a quasiYsteady
state over the main-sequence lifetime of Vega. The required mass
for the reservoir of larger objects is#100Y1000 times the current
mass in 240!mgrains,#1Y5M%. Thismass is small compared to
the initial mass of solid material in a torus at 80Y200 AU in a
scaled MMSN, #50Y100 M% (eq. [27]). Because the optical
depth of this reservoir is small, it produces a small IR excess com-
pared to the emission from smaller grains.

This picture relies on two features of the collisional cascade.
We need an approximate equivalence in mass between the large
grains in the ring and the small grains in the wind. The Su et al.
(2005) mass estimates support this feature. We also need a grad-
ual change in grain lifetime from the#106 yr collision timescale
of the large grains to the 103Y104 yr dynamical lifetime of the
smallest grains. Otherwise, collisions in the broad torus cannot
occur fast enough to maintain the current smooth structure of the
wind for timescales longer than #103Y104 yr. Current theoreti-
cal analyses support this idea (Burns et al. 1979; Artymowicz
1988; Takeuchi & Artymowicz 2001; Grigorieva et al. 2007).
Numerical simulations of a collisional cascade with a careful
treatment of the interactions between the radiation field and the
small grains could test this proposal in detail (e.g.,Grigorieva et al.
2007).

We conclude that our calculations provide a reasonable match
to observations of Vega. If we adopt r2 # 10!m, the data are con-
sistent with a standard collisional cascade within a broad torus at
80Y200 AU. The cascade feeds an outflowing wind of small
grains with sizes 1Y50 !m. If the grain lifetime changes smoothly
from#106 yr for large grains to#103Y104 yr for small grains, the
cascade can maintain the wind indefinitely.

5.2. Debris Disks around A-Type Stars

Since the discovery of the Vega debris disk, IRAS, ISO, and
Spitzer observations have revealed debris around dozens of nearby
A-type stars (Backman & Paresce 1993; Lagrange et al. 2000;
Rieke et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006). Like Vega, several of these disks
are resolved and thus provide important information on the radial
structure of the dusty disk (e.g., Smith & Terrile1984; Stapelfeldt
et al. 2004; Kalas 2005; Meyer et al. 2007; Su et al. 2008). Al-
though most A-type stars with debris disks are unresolved, the
sample is large enough to probe the time evolution of debris around
1.5Y3 M! stars. We now consider whether our calculations can
explain this evolution.

To compare our model predictions with observations, we ex-
amine data for nearby A-type stars from Rieke et al. (2005) and
Su et al. (2006). Rieke et al. (2005) combined 24Y25 !m data
from IRAS and ISO with new 24 !m photometry from Spitzer to
investigate the decay of planetary debris disks around 266 A-
type stars. Su et al. (2006) analyze a sample of #160A-type stars
with high-quality 24 !m and/or 70 !m data acquired with MIPS
on Spitzer. The combined sample has 319 (160) stars with 24!m
(70 !m) observations, spectral typesB7YA6, and ages 5Y850Myr.
From the Kenyon&Hartmann (1995) table of stellar effective tem-
peratures and spectral types and the Demarque et al. (2004) stellar
evolution tracks, #75% (#85%) of the stars in the Rieke et al.
(2005; Su et al. 2006) sample have masses of 1.7Y2.5M!. Thus,
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we compare these data with our results for debris disk evolution
around 2 M! stars.

The observed 24Y70 !mexcesses of A-type stars show a clear
trend with the age of the star (Figs. 22 and 23). Although the
statistics are poor, the data suggest a rise in the 24 !m excess at
5Y10Myr. The larger sample of young stars with 70!m excesses
provides better evidence for this rise. At both wavelengths, the
excess has a broad peak for stars with ages of 10Y30Myr. At later
times, the excess declines with time as t$n with n " 0:5Y1 (see
also Decin et al. 2003; Greaves &Wyatt 2003; Rieke et al. 2005;
Rhee et al. 2007a).

To improve the statistics for 24 !m excesses around younger
stars, Currie et al. (2008a) added Spitzer data for many young clus-
ters to the Rieke et al. (2005) sample. This expanded set of data
provides unambiguous evidence for a rise in the typical 24 !m
excess at stellar ages of 5Y10Myr and a robust peak in the excess
at stellar ages of 10Y15 Myr. As in Figure 22, the 24 !m ex-
cesses for this larger sample of A-type stars decline with age
from #20 Myr to 1 Gyr.

In addition to the long-term time evolution of mid-IR excess,
the data also indicate a large range in the 24Y70 !m excess at
fixed stellar age (Rieke et al. 2005; Carpenter et al. 2006; Su et al.
2006; Currie et al. 2008a). Although younger stars are more
likely to have mid-IR excesses than older stars, there are many
stars without excesses at every age. For agesP200Myr, stars are
equally likely to have any excess between zero and themaximum
excess at that age. As stars age, they are less likely to have an ex-
cess close to the maximum excess at that age. Thus, the disper-
sion in the excess declines with time.

Our calculations provide a good match to the time evolution
of the amplitude of the 24Y70!mexcesses. At both wavelengths,
the models explain the rise in the amplitude at 5Y10 Myr, the
maximum at 10Y20 Myr, and the slope of the power-law decline
at late times. For models with xm & 1Y3, the predicted excesses
also agree with the maximum observed excesses. Although there
are a few stars with excesses larger than the model predictions,
more than 99% of the A stars in this sample have excesses within
the range predicted in our calculations.

Our calculations also provide a natural explanation for a large
range in the observed 24Y70 !m excesses at fixed stellar age. At
70 !m, themaximum excess is roughly proportional to the initial
disk mass (eq. [58]). Thus, a factor of 10 range in initial disk
masses yields nearly a factor of 10 range in the maximum excess
at 70 !m. For stars with ages 10Y300 Myr, the Spitzer observa-
tions suggest a factor of #100 range in the 70 !m excess. If this
range is set by the initial disk mass, our models suggest initial
disk masses with xm & 0:03Y3.
Variations in the initial disk radius can also produce a range in

24Y70 !m excesses at fixed stellar age (e.g., Fig. 16). For 2M!
stars with ages #400Y800 Myr, our results suggest that a factor
of 3 variation in the outer disk radius (e.g., 50Y150 AU) yields a
factor of 2 (5) variation in the amplitude of the 24!m (70!m) ex-
cess. Although the observed range in the amplitude of the 24 !m
excess for older A stars agrees with this prediction, the range at
70!m ismuch larger. Thus, variations in the initial disk radius can
explain some of the observed range of excesses at 24Y70 !m.
Observations of the youngest stars support a large range in

initial disk masses and disk radii. Submillimeter observations of
dusty disks in the nearby Ophiuchus and Taurus-Auriga star-
forming regions indicate a 2Y3 (#1) order of magnitude range in
the masses (radii) of disks surrounding young stars with typical
ages of #1Myr (e.g., Osterloh& Beckwith1995; Motte &André
2001; Andrews & Williams 2005, 2007a, 2007b). Our models
with xm & 3 have disk masses a little smaller than the maximum
dust masses derived from the submillimeter surveys. Thus, the sub-
millimeter data imply disks with initial masses 0:01P xmP5 and
initial disk radii 50 AUPaoutP 1000AU.Diskswith this range of
initial masses and outer radii can produce the range of 24Y70 !m
excesses observed around nearby A-type stars.
Variations in the initial surface density distribution can also

lead to a range in the 24Y70 !m excess. In our calculations, we
adopted a ‘‘standard’’ surface density relation with $ / a$3/2.
Compared to this model, disks with shallower (steeper) surface
density distributions have relatively more (less) mass at large semi-
major axes. The outer disk has cooler grains than the inner disk;
thus, disks with shallower (steeper) surface density distributions
should produce more (less) flux at longer wavelengths than our
standardmodels. Because the relative fluxes at 24!mand at 70!m
provide ameasure of the relative diskmasses at different semimajor
axes, color indices provide a natural measure of the gradient of
the surface density distribution.

Fig. 22.—Observations of the 24 !m excess for nearby A-type stars with known
ages (Rieke et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006). The lines show the predicted evolution of
the excess for debris disk models around 2 M! stars (dot-dashed line: xm & 1/3;
solid line: xm & 1; triple dot-dashed line: xm & 3). Observations for all but four
stars (including one 8Myr old star with log F24/F24;0 " 2) fall within loci defined
by our debris disk calculations. Model predictions are also consistent with ob-
servational evidence for a peak in the 24!mexcess at 10Y20Myr (see alsoCurrie
et al. 2008a).

Fig. 23.—Same as Fig. 22, but for the 70 !m excess. Observations for all but
2Y3 stars fall within the loci defined by the model tracks. Consistent with model
predictions, the data suggest a peak in the 70 !m excess at 10Y20 Myr.
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Figure 24 compares the predicted color evolution for disks
around 2M! stars with data from Su et al. (2006). Although cur-
rent observations do not probe the evolution well at 1Y10 Myr,
disks have a large color range, *24+Y*70+ # 1Y3, for stars with
ages#10Myr. For older stars, the data suggest a slow rise in the
maximum color from *24+Y*70+ # 3 at 10 Myr to *24+Y*70+ #
3:5 at#100Myr. After#300Myr, the maximum color declines.
For all stars older than#100Myr, the range in color is#3Y4mag.

Our models match the observed color evolution. At all ages,
the predicted colors for calculations with xm & 3 provide a clear
upper envelope to the observed colors. The predicted colors also
explain the slow rise in the maximum observed color for stars
with ages of 10Y100 Myr. To explain the full range in observed
colors for 100 Myr to 1 Gyr old stars, we require disks with
initial masses xm " 0:01Y3. This range is similar to the range re-
quired for the time evolution of the 24 !m and 70 !m excesses.

The good match to the color observations suggests that the ty-
pical initial surface density distribution is reasonably close to our
adopted $ / a$3/2. For disks with shallower gradients, we ex-
pect redder colors at later times. A few stars lie above our model
predictions; however, most stars have bluer colors than models
with xm & 3. Thus, few disks in these samples require shallower
surface density distributions. Disks with steeper surface density
distributions can produce stars with blue colors, *24+Y*70+ # 1,
at late times. A large sample of A-type stars with [70]Y[160]
colors and spatially resolved observations of the radial dust dis-
tributions of these stars would provide a constraint on the initial
surface density gradient.

Despite our success in matching these observations, other
physical processes may be needed to explain the full diversity of
debris disk properties for A stars with similar ages and lumi-
nosities. In their analysis of the large debris disk surrounding +
Oph, Su et al. (2008) examine a dozen main-sequence stars with
A0YA3 spectral types, ages of 150Y400Myr, and fractional disk
luminosities Ld /L? " 10$5 to 10$4 (see also Su et al. 2006). Al-
though all of these stars have dust with T " 50Y100 K, Fomalhaut
has a bright torus of dust with weak or negligible emission from a
wind of small grains, Vega has a bright torus with a luminous
wind of small grains, and + Oph has an extended disk (aout "
500AU) of dust apparently bound to the star. SomeA0YA3 stars
havewarm inner diskswith dust temperatures#100K tok200K;

otherA stars have no obviouswarmdust emission. Su et al. (2008)
conclude that collisional cascades in disks with a range of masses
and other processes, such as the formation of giant planets or re-
cent catastrophic collisions, combine to produce thewide range of
observed properties in this sample.

In principle, our models can explain some of this diversity. The
Su et al. (2008) sample contains A stars with a factor of 5 range in
L?. Thus, these stars probably have a factor of 5 range in the
blowout radius r2 (see also x 5.1; Artymowicz1988; Backman &
Paresce 1993). If the protostellar disks around these stars had
properties similar to those observed in Taurus-Auriga (Andrews
&Williams 2005, 2007a), they probably had a factor of 10 range
in initial disk mass, a factor of 3 range in initial disk radius, and a
50% range in the slope of the initial surface density distribution.
Coupled with a similar dispersion in initial conditions for the ter-
restrial zones of these stars (Kenyon & Bromley 2005), our re-
sults suggest that this range in initial conditions can produce a
broad diversity of debris disks. We have started a suite of cal-
culations to address this issue. Larger samples of A stars with
resolved disks will provide crucial tests of these calculations.

Other aspects of planet formation are also important. If the
cores of gas giant planets form before their parent stars reach the
main sequence, we expect gas giants at 20Y30 AU around 2Y
3 M! stars (e.g., Kennedy & Kenyon 2008). Gas giants rapidly
remove debris in the inner disk and impose structure in the debris
beyond 30 AU (e.g.,Wilner et al. 2002; Moro-Martı́n &Malhotra
2005). Because gas giants are common around evolved A stars
(Johnson et al. 2007), gas giants probably play a significant role in
the evolution of debris disks around A stars.

Catastrophic collisions may also produce diversity among A
star debris disks (e.g., Wyatt & Dent 2002; Su et al. 2005). Al-
though debris from complete disruption of colliding planetesimals
is unobservable in our simulations (see also Kenyon & Bromley
2005), dynamical events similar to those that produced the late
heavy bombardment in the solar system probably are visible
(e.g., Gomes et al. 2005). Testing this idea requires numerical cal-
culations that link the dynamics of massive planets with the col-
lisional evolution of smaller objects (e.g., Charnoz & Morbidelli
2003; Kenyon & Bromley 2006).

We conclude that our debris disk models can explain the
overall time evolution of the IR excesses and IR colors of A-type
main-sequence stars at 24 !m and at 70 !m. Our calculations for
disks with xm & 1/3Y3 around 2M! stars fit the overall level of
the excesses and the trends with stellar age. Explaining the full
range of observed IR excesses and IR colors requires a set of
disks with xm & 0:01Y3, as suggested from observations of disks
around the youngest stars. Matching other properties of these
stars, including the relative amount of emission fromawarm inner
disk, an outflowing wind of small grains, and a large outer disk,
requires calculations that include a broader range of initial disk
radii and gas giant and terrestrial planet formation at ai < 30 AU
(e.g., Kenyon & Bromley 2005; Nagasawa et al. 2007; Kennedy
& Kenyon 2008; Ida & Lin 2008; Kretke et al. 2008).

5.3. Debris Disks around Solar-Type Stars

Although most of the debris disks discovered with IRAS and
ISO have A-type central stars, a few have F-type or G-type cen-
tral stars with masses of 1Y1.5 M! (Backman & Paresce 1993;
Lagrange et al. 2000; Decin et al. 2003; Song et al. 2005; Rhee
et al. 2007a). More recent Spitzer observations reveal debris
disks aroundmany solar-type stars (Bryden et al. 2006; Beichman
et al. 2006; Meyer et al. 2006; Trilling et al. 2008; Hillenbrand
et al. 2008). Although several Spitzer programs concentrate on
older solar-type stars as preparation for detailed planet searches,

Fig. 24.—Observations of the [24]Y[70] color for nearby A-type stars with
known ages (Su et al. 2006). The lines show the predicted evolution of the excess
for debris disk models around 1.5M! stars (triple dot-dashed line: xm & 2) and for
2M! stars (dot-dashed line: xm & 1/3; solid line: xm & 1). Observations for all but
2Y3 stars fall within the model predictions.
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the range of ages is large enough to provide an initial test of our
predictions.

To compare our model predictions with observations, we con-
sider data for nearby solar-type stars fromBeichman et al. (2006)
and Hillenbrand et al. (2008). Beichman et al. (2006) observed
#80 solar-type stars at 24 !mand at 70 !musingMIPS on Spitzer.
Hillenbrand et al. (2008) analyze #30 stars with 70 !m excesses
out of a sample of 328 stars from the Spitzer Legacy Science Prog-
ram, ‘‘Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems’’ (Meyer
et al. 2006). After eliminating K-type and M-type stars from the
Beichman et al. (2006) study, the two programs contain #80 stars
with ages of #10Myr to#10Gyr.Most of these stars havemasses
of 0.8Y1.5M!. Thus, we compare these data with our results for
debris disk evolution around 1 M! stars.

The observed 70Y160 !m excesses of solar-type stars show
trends similar to those observed in the evolution of A-type stars
at 24Y70 !m (Figs. 25 and 26). Although the statistics for solar-
type stars are poor for the youngest stars, the data suggest a rise
in the 70Y160 !m excess at 10Y100 Myr. The maximum in the
70 !m excess is comparable in magnitude but a factor of #10
later in time than themaximum 70!mexcess for A-type stars. At
70 !m and at 160 !m, the excess follows a roughly power-law
decline with time for older stars. Solar-type stars also have a large
range in excess at all ages, with F70/F70;0 " 1Y300 at 100 Myr
and F70/F70;0 " 1Y30 at 1Y3 Gyr. For stars with similar ages, the
range in the 70 !m excess is larger for solar-type stars than for
A-type stars.

Our models match the observed trends for the IR excesses of
solar-type stars. At 70 !m, 65%Y75% of the observations lie
within model predictions; at 160 !m, more than half of the
observations are within model predictions. For a range of initial
disk masses (xm " 0:01Y3) and outer radii (aout " 70Y150AU),
we predict a large range of excesses at all ages, as observed.
These model also explain the larger 70 !m excesses observed for
solar-type stars relative to A-type stars, the apparent maximum in
the 70Y160 !m excess at 30Y100 Myr, and the general power-
law decline in the excess flux for the oldest stars.

Despite this general success, however, the models underpredict
the largest observed excesses. At 70 !m, the brightest disks are a
factor of 5Y10 brighter than disks with xm & 3. At 160 !m, the

brightest systems are 3Y5 times brighter than our most luminous
disks. Although the sample of 160 !m sources is small, our
models underpredict the largest observed fluxes at all ages.
Changing two assumptions in our models yields a better match

to the observed fluxes at 70Y160 !m. For realistic grain proper-
ties, Burns et al. (1979) show that radiation pressure from the Sun
cannot eject small grains from the solar system. Reducing themin-
imum stable grain size from r2 & 1 !m to r2 & 0:1 !m increases
our predicted 70 !m (160 !m) fluxes by a factor of 2Y3 (1.5Y2).
Submillimeter observations of several debris disks imply q "
0:6Y1 for the slope of the radiative emissivity. If we adopt q &
0:7 instead of q & 1, our predicted 70Y160 !m fluxes increase by
factors of 2Y4. Combining these two modifications increase our
predicted fluxes by a factor of #5Y10 at both wavelengths.
Several observations could checkwhether these modifications

of our standardmodel are reasonable. By analogy with the Spitzer
Vega data, detection of an outflowing wind of small grains in a
debris disk around a solar-type star provides a clean measurement
of r2 and a better constraint on our predicted IR excesses. Mea-
surements of q for larger samples of debris disks allows a better
assessment of our assumptions for the grain emissivity.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Our calculations provide a robust picture for the formation of
planets and debris disks from a disk of icy planetesimals and set
the context for the evolution of dusty debris in a dynamic system
of planets. The results of this study provide a framework for in-
terpreting existing observations of debris disks around 1Y3 M!
stars and suggest new observational tests of this picture.
We describe a suite of numerical calculations of planets grow-

ing from ensembles of icy planetesimals at 30Y150 AU in disks
around 1Y3M! stars. Using our hybrid multiannulus coagulation
code, we solve for the evolution of sizes and orbits of objects with
radii of #1m tok 1000 km over themain-sequence lifetime of the
central star. These results allow us to constrain the growth of plan-
ets as a function of disk mass, stellar mass, and semimajor axis.
Debris disk formation is coincident with the formation of a

planetary system. All calculations of icy planet formation at
30Y150 AU lead to a collisional cascade which produces copi-
ous amounts of dust on timescales of 5Y30 Myr. This dust is
observable throughout the lifetime of the central star. Because
we consider a broad range of input parameters, we derive the
time evolution of (1) dust produced in the collisional cascade

Fig. 25.—Observations of the 70 !m excess for nearby solar-type stars with
known ages (Beichman et al. 2006; Hillenbrand et al. 2008). The lines show the
predicted evolution of the excess for debris disk models around 1M! stars (dot-
dashed line: xm & 1/3; solid line: xm & 1, triple dot-dashed line: xm & 3). Most
stars fall within the loci defined by the calculations, butmany stars are 3Y10 times
brighter than model predictions.

Fig. 26.—Same as Fig. 25, but for the 160 !m excess.
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and (2) the IR and submillimeter emission from this dust as a
function of disk mass, stellar mass, and time.

We divide the rest of this section into (1) theoretical consid-
erations, (2) observable consequences, and (3) observational tests.
The theoretical considerations build on the highlights of icy planet
formation in x 3.4. Observable consequences of the calculations
follow from the discussion in x 4. The observational tests of the
models are described in x 5.

6.1. Theoretical Considerations

1. Icy planet formation at 30Y150 AU is self-limiting. Starting
with a swarm of P1 km planetesimals, runaway growth produces
a set of 100Y500 km protoplanets. As the protoplanets grow, they
stir up leftover planetesimals along their orbits. When the left-
overs reach high e, collisions produce debris instead of mergers.
Because protoplanets cannot accrete leftovers rapidly, a cascade
of destructive collisions grinds the leftovers to dust. Poynting-
Robertson drag and radiation pressure then remove the dust from
the disk.

2. The maximum sizes of icy planets at 30Y150 AU are re-
markably independent of initial disk mass, stellar mass, and stel-
lar age. For disks with xm & 1/3 to 3 around 1Y3 M! stars with
ages t & 0:1$ 1tms, the typical planet has rmax # 1750 km and
mmax # 0:005M%. These objects containP3%Y4% of the initial
disk mass. Although this result is also independent of the frag-
mentation parameters, the finitemain-sequence lifetimes of 1Y3M!
stars limits the formation of many large planets in the outer disk.
Thus, the inner disk produces many more Pluto-mass planets
than the outer disk (Tables 2 and 3).

3. For stars close to the main-sequence turnoff, stellar life-
times and the collisional cascade limit themass in solid objects at
30Y150 AU. In the inner disk, the collisional cascade removes
most of the leftover planetesimals before the central star evolves
off the main sequence. Thus, the typical mass in small objects is
#10% of the initial mass at 30Y40 AU. In the outer disk, smaller
collision rates produce a slower cascade. Thus, the central star
evolves off the main sequence with#50% of the initial mass re-
maining in 1Y10 km planetesimals at 125Y150 AU.

4. The collisional cascade produces copious amounts of dust.
Dust begins to form during the transition from runaway to oligar-
chic growth (t & 5Y10 Myr), peaks when the first objects reach
their maximum sizes (t & 10Y30Myr), and then slowly declines
tk30Y50 Myr). The peak mass in 0.001Y1 mm (0.001Y1 m)
particles is #1Y2 lunar masses (#1 M%). Disks with initial
masses xm & 1/3 to 3 reach these peak masses when the age of
the star is #10% to 20% of its main-sequence lifetime. Because
the timescale to form dust is short (#10Y20 Myr), stars are sur-
rounded by large disks of debris at 30Y150 AU throughout their
main-sequence lifetimes.

5. Radiative processes remove large amounts of mass from
debris disks. Radiation pressure produces a radial wind of small
particles containing#60% to 70%of themass removed from the
disk. Poynting-Robertson drag pulls the rest of the lost mass into
the inner disk. Because radiation pressure is more important than
Poynting-Robertson drag when collision rates are large, we ex-
pectmorewind (inner disk) emission earlier (later) in the evolution.

6.2. Observable Consequences

We derive clear observational consequences of the collisional
cascade.

1. The dusty debris from the collisional cascade is directly ob-
servable. For disks around 1Y3 M! stars, the maximum frac-

tional dust luminosity of Ld/L? # 2 ; 10$3 is comparable to the
maximum dust luminosities of known debris disks (Backman &
Paresce 1993; Rieke et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006; Rhee et al.
2007a). The dust temperature at the inner edge of a 30Y150 AU
disk scales with the temperature of the central star; thus, the pre-
dicted 24!mexcess is very sensitive to the stellarmass. At 70!m,
the predicted excesses scale roughly linearly with disk mass and
stellar mass. The predicted 160Y850 !m excesses depend on the
disk mass but are nearly independent of the stellar mass.

2. For systems with little or no emission from terrestrial dust
(*5:8+Y*8+P0:1), mid-IR color-color diagrams clearly distin-
guish debris disks around stars of different masses. In a [8]Y[24]
vs. [24]Y[70] diagram, 2Y3 M! (1Y2 M!) stars have red (blue)
[8]Y[24] and blue (red) [24]Y[70] (Fig. 20). In both cases, the
color scales with the initial diskmass (Fig. 21). Optical colors and
spectra generally provide good estimates for stellar mass; thus,
these diagrams provide good tests of our model predictions.

6.3. Observational Tests

We compare our predictions with observations of A-type stars
and solar-type stars.

1. For A-type stars, our calculations are the first to explain the
observed rise and fall of debris disk fluxes at 24 !m (Fig. 22;
Currie et al. 2008a, 2008b). In our picture, the rise in debris disk
emission corresponds to the transition from runaway growth, when
mergers of small planetesimals produce larger protoplanets, to
oligarchic growth, when the collisional cascade begins to grind
leftover planetesimals into dust.When oligarchs in the inner disk
are close to their maximum sizes of #1750 km, the collisional
cascade produces amaximum in debris disk emission. For a wide
range of initial conditions, this maximum occurs at 10Y20 Myr.
As the collisional cascade moves out through the disk, smaller
collision rates produce less dust which emits at lower temperatures.
Thus, the 24 !m excess falls with time. The predicted rate of
decline, t$n with n " 0:6Y0:8, is close to the observed rate (n "
0:5Y1; Greaves & Wyatt 2003; Rieke et al. 2005; Rhee et al.
2007a).

2. At longer wavelengths, the maximum excess is larger and
lasts longer than at 24 !m. Predicted mid-IR colors also increase
slowly with time. Although larger samples of A-type stars with
8 !m photometry would provide a better test of our models, cur-
rent data for the 70 !m excess and the evolution of the [24]Y[70]
color agree with our predictions (Figs. 23 and 24). For 2Y3M!
stars near the main-sequence turnoff, our calculations also yield
a clear maximum in the 850 !m flux. Large surveys, such as the
proposed JCMT Legacy Survey (Matthews et al. 2007) and sub-
millimeter observations with ALMA, Herschel and SOFIA, can
test this prediction.

3. For solar-type stars, our models match observations of most
sources. The predicted evolution of the 70Y160!mexcesses fol-
lows the observed rise at 10Y100Myr, the peak at#30Y100Myr,
and the decline atk 300Myr. Although#70% (55%) of observed
debris disks have fluxes that lie within model predictions, our
models underpredict fluxes for the brightest sources by a factor of
5Y10. Fluxes for models with r2 " 0:1 !m and qP 0:7 provide
better matches to these observations. To guide our choices for r2
and q, we require spatially resolved images and submillimeter
fluxes for these objects.

4. For 1Y3M! stars with ages #0.1Y1 Gyr, current data sug-
gest that solar-type stars have a larger range of far-IR excesses than
A-type stars. In our models, faster debris disk evolution around
A-type stars produces a smaller dispersion in far-IR excesses and
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colors for stars with ages of 100Myr to 1 Gyr. Larger samples of
debris disks can test this prediction in more detail.

5. We also consider observations of Vega, the prototypical
debris disk. If we adopt models with a blowout radius r2 & 10 !m,
we can match observations with a standard collisional cascade
within a broad torus at 80Y200 AU. If the torus contains#1Y5M%
in large objects with rk 1 cm, the cascade can generate (1) the ob-
served ensemble of grains with r # 200Y300 !mwithin the torus
and (2) an outflowingwind of small grainswith r # 1Y50!m.This
conclusion differs from Su et al. (2006) who postulate a recent
catastrophic collision between two large objects as the source of
the dusty Vega wind. Although the complete destruction of two
large icy objects can produce a massive outflowing wind, our re-
sults suggest that the dusty wind is short lived and cannot be
rapidly replenished by the observed population of larger objects.
We show that a steady state collisional cascade can explain the
Spitzer data (see also Kenyon & Bromley 2005). If our interpre-
tation is correct, sensitive observations at 1Y10 mm should de-
tect our proposed reservoir of larger objects.

Matching other observations of debris disks requires more
realism in our planet formation calculations. Adding binary com-
panions and giant planets provides ways to modify the evolution
of the collisional cascade and to impose structure on rings and
tori (e.g., Wilner et al. 2002; Moro-Martı́n & Malhotra 2005;
Quillen 2006). Extending the coagulation calculations to smaller
sizes allows studies of the formation of winds and other large
structures. Although these calculations have been prohibitively

expensive in computing time, rapid advances in computing
technology will make these additions possible in the next few
years.
Based on the results described here and in Kenyon &Bromley

(2004b), we conclude that debris disks are the inevitable out-
come of icy planet formation in a disk of solid objects. The basic
structures produced by this model, broad tori and narrow rings of
dust that propagate out through the disk (Kenyon & Bromley
2004b), are consistentwith observations (e.g., Jayawardhana et al.
1998; Kalas 2005; Su et al. 2006; Fitzgerald et al. 2007). The
model also explains the time evolution of mid-IR colors and fluxes
for debris disks around A-type and solar-type stars.
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APPENDIX A

A1. GROWTH RATES

In standard coagulation theory, protoplanets accrete material from a swarm of planetesimals at a rate (e.g., Safronov1969; Lissauer
1987; Wetherill & Stewart 1993)

Ṁ / $"r2 1) (vesc=v)
2

) *
; 'A1(

where r is the radius of a planetesimal," is the angular frequency of material in the disk, v is the random velocity of planetesimals, and
vesc is the escape velocity of the protoplanet. The 1) (vesc/v)

2 term is the gravitational focusing factor.
To derive the accretion time, we set t & M /Ṁ and substitute the orbital period for the angular frequency,

t / (&rP=$) 1) (vesc=v)
2

) *$1
; 'A2(

where & is themass density of a planetesimal. Throughout runaway growth and the early stages of oligarchic growth vesc/v31. Because
we are interested in the time to produce planets with the same r and & in disks with different P and $, we eliminate & and r. Thus, the
growth time is roughly

t / (P=$)(v=vesc)
2: 'A3(

This equation sets the typical timescale for planet growth in a disk of planetesimals. If$ # $0xma
$3/2 (eq. [27]) and v/vesc # constant

(Fig. 1; Wetherill & Stewart 1993; Goldreich et al. 2004),

t / a3x$1
m $$1

0 : 'A4(

This result is close to the t / a3x$1:15
m $$1

0 derived for the formation of the first 1000 km object in our calculations (e.g., eq. [41]).
To evaluate possible sources for the extra factor of x$0:15

m in our derived accretion times, we consider the random velocity v of accreted
planetesimals. Shorter growth times require smaller random velocities. Thus, we consider processes that damp planetesimal velocities.
In our calculations, collisions and gas drag can reduce v; dynamical friction and viscous stirring increase v. At 30Y150 AU, gas drag
damps random velocities#10Y20 times more rapidly than collisions (Goldreich et al. 2004). Thus, we ignore collisional damping and
concentrate on gas drag.

Rafikov (2004) investigated the dynamics of small planetesimals and growing protoplanets in a gaseous nebula. For the early
stages of oligarchic growth, the random velocity of planetesimals is

v=vesc / $$+1
gas : 'A5(
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Substituting this expression into equation (A4) and adopting a constant gas-to-dust ratio, $gas # $, we derive

t / a3x$+2
m $$1

0 ; 'A6(

with +2 & 2+1 ) 1. For typical conditions in planetesimal disks, Rafikov (2004) derived +1 " 1/6 to 1/5. Thus, +2 " 1:3 to 1.4, close
to the exponent of 1.15 derived in our calculations.

Our treatment of gas drag probably reduces the exponent of xm in equation (A6) from the predicted 1.3Y1.4 to 1.15. In our
simulations, we assume the gas density declines exponentially on a timescale tgas & 10Myr.With typical growth times of 20Y40Myr,
the gas density is #1%Y10% of its initial value when the first 1000 km objects form in the inner disk. Thus, gas drag cannot reduce
planetesimal random velocities as efficiently as predicted in equation (A6). Reducing drag lowers the exponent. With gas depletion
timescales #25%Y50% of the growth time, we expect an exponent of +2 " 1:1Y1.2, similar to the +2 & 1:15 in our calculations.

A2. RADIATION FROM DUST

In the Appendix of Kenyon & Bromley (2004a) we briefly described our simple algorithm for the evolution of particles with sizes
smaller than the smallest object, r # 1 m, followed in the multiannulus coagulation code. This algorithm yields the optical depth in very
small grains ejected from the system and the optical depth in larger grains evolving under the influence of collisions and Poynting-
Robertson drag. The optical depth in both grain populations allows us to derive the time evolution of the disk luminosity and surface
brightness in bolometric units. Here, we describe the derivation of grain temperature for these populations that yields the predicted time
evolution of the broadband spectral energy distributions of debris disks.

As in Kenyon & Bromley (2004a) we divide objects with sizes smaller than #1 m into very small grains, small grains, and large
grains. In each annulus k of our calculation, radiation pressure ejects very small grains with radii between r1 and r2. If &g is the mass
density of these grains and Ṁk is the production rate of very small grains in each annulus, the very small grains have an integrated
optical depth

*s &
3
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r2=r1
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$ 1

' (
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; 'A7(

where ab;k is the inner boundary of an annulus centered at ak , hk is the vertical scale height in units of the semimajor axis, and vK;k is
the orbital velocity in annulus k.

For small (r & r2 to 1 mm) and large grains (r & 1 mm to 1 m), we derive the optical depth *k in each annulus. To derive the radial
surface brightness and total disk luminosity, we follow Kenyon & Hartmann (1987) and derive the amount of stellar radiation ab-
sorbed by each annulus. We assume a spherical, limb-darkened star with radius R?, luminosity L?, and limb-darkening parameter
%0 & 0:6. For a point P at the outer boundary of annulus kwith height hP above the disk midplane, rays from the star enter the annulus
at a scale height hin above (below) the midplane. We compute the length l of the path through the disk and derive the optical depth
along this path as *p & (l/!ak )*k , where!ak is the width of the annulus. The radiation absorbed along this path is e

$*p I0, where I0 is
the flux incident on the boundary of the annulus. Numerical integrations over the stellar surface and the vertical extent of an annulus
yield the amount of flux absorbed by each annulus, which we convert to relative surface brightness. A final numerical integration over
the radial extent of the disk yields the ratio of the disk luminosity to the stellar luminosity, Ld /L?.

To derive the spectral energy distribution of the disk, we make several assumptions. Consistent with observations of scattered light
from resolved debris disks (Backman & Paresce1993; Lagrange et al. 2000), we adopt a single albedo ! & 0:25 for all grains. For all k,
the luminosity in scattered light is then !Ld/L?; the thermal luminosity emitted by all grains is (1$ !)Ld/L?. In each annulus k, we
assume grains emit at a temperature Ti;k , where the index i refers to discrete bins in grain size. To derive equilibrium temperatures for
these grains, we assume the grains have an absorption efficiency %a / (k/k0) p and radiative efficiency %r / (k /k0)q. For most grains in
our calculations, the grain size is larger than the peak wavelength of radiation emitted by the central star. Thus, the grains efficiently
absorb stellar photons and p & 0. Large grains with r3k emit as blackbodies and have q & 0. Smaller grains radiate less efficiently and
have q " 1.
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